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SECTION 1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

The most common methods used for predicting the life of gas turbine engine rotor
components have resulted in conservative estimation of useful life. Most rotor components are
limited by low cycle fatigue, generally expressed in terms of mission equivalency cycles. When
some predetermined cyclic life limit is reached, components are retired from service. These
cyclic life limits are established by a statistical analysis of data indicating the cyclic life at
which 1 in 1000 disks will have a fatigue-induced crack of approximately 0.03-in. length. It has
been documented that many of the 999 remaining disks, which are also retired at the same . "
time, have considerable useful residual life. Retirement for Cause (RFC) provides a procedure
based on Fracture Mechanics and Nondestructive Evaluation (NDE) for screening the one bad I.
part and certifying the remaining 99.9% for additional safe engine service.

Ulnder the RFC concept, the fatigue initiation phase of a critical components total life is "

fully exhausted and subcritical crack growth is characterized to determine the appropriate
conditions for retirement. Referring to Figure 1, an NDE limit, or rejectable crack size, is
established for a given set of component, operating, and overhaul conditions. A component is
inspected and returned to sevice as long as the largest defect in the component is determined
to be below the NDE limit (illustrated by the horizontal dotted line in figure 1.) The
return-to-service interval (RTS), illustrated by the solid portion of the crack propagation
curves in Figure 1, is determined by a fracture mechanics calculation of remaining crack
propagation life from the NDE limit and application of safety factor which produces optimum
RFC benefits. The residual propagation life which is guaranteed (by the safety factor) above
and beyond the maximum life which may have been expended during the most previous RTS,
is designated by the dashed portion of the crack propagation curve in Figure 1. The component
is then retired when overhaul inspection indicates that any crack is larger than its respective --

rejectable limit.

Critical'-3

,I._

.c ('7) C" nsafe, "-

Retire Disk .

NDE Limit'-

Safe Return-to-Service Intervals

Time
f 1) 2283103

Figur' I. Illustratiom of th liRtiren ent for (C'usc ( unttpt



The Metals Behavior Branch of the Materials Laboratory (AFWAL/MLLN) has been
conducting in-house research and development activities in the RFC area since 1972. Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft Group began extensive research and development programs under corporate,
IR&D, and Government contract sponsorship in 1972 to identify and develop the applied
fracture mechanics and NDE technologies necessary to realize the RFC concept. We have been
convinced that while the life analysis technologies for RFC are obtainable, implementation of
an RFC maintenance concept hinges upon the ability to conduct NDE of candidate compo-
nents. Therefore, this NDE system design study and the following manufacturing technology
program become key factors in realizing the life cycle cost benefits of RFC.

During conduct of the "Concept Definition: Retirement for Cause of Engine Compo-
nents" program during 1979 and 1980, the criticality of NDE was acknowledged, and
company-sponsored activities were undertaken to formulate the approach necessary to produce
a RFC Inspection System which would address the specific requirements associated with the
FIO0 engine, yet still be applicable to other engine systems. This internal research has been
reflected in the -RFC Inspection System Design", and coupled with other technology develop-
nient programs (Figure 2) to produce a clear picture of suitable objectives and opportunities
for the RFC manufacturing technology effort.

F100 TF30
Concept Definition

Cost/Risk Analysis

(Failure Analysis Associates)

Engine NDI Reliability |
(Martin-Marietta)

QNDE Research

Disk Eddy Current (GE)

FPI Methods Demo

NDE System Design

DARPA/AF RFC Technology

DARPA NDE Workshop

Manufacturing Technology

Implementation =
4-r
4--

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1
,-.

FD 228304

Figure 2. Supporting Activities for Retirement for Cause,

2



1.2 OBJECTIVES

This report details the result- and conclusions of an exploratory development program
whose primary objective was to establish an engineering specification for an integrated WE
inspection system that will he used to implenent the R I"( nethodology on critical gas tur)ine
engine components. Key features of the specified inspection system include high defect
discrimination, repeatability of results, and thoughput capability which is compatible with Air
Force overhaul center requirements. This program has formed the basis for a manufacturing
technology effort which will demonstrate and validate the integrated system in the Air Force
overhaul enviroment.

Specific objectives were divided between overhaul center production requirements and
advanced NDE technology requirements necessary for optimum application of the RFC
concept. The production requirements, which must be addressed within the initial system
implementation in early 1985, include equipment and inspection reliability, parts throughput,
system flexibility, accountability of parts and modules, and system maintainability. The NDE
technology requirements fall primarily into catagories of increased inspection sensitivity,
defect discrimination, and quantitative NL)E.

1.3 SCOPE

This final report is composed of two volumes: a general report to summarize program
accomplishments and engineering specifications, and an appendix volume of engineering
specifications which address primary subsystems.

Within the context of this program, RFC applicability is addressed only for Air Force
fighter-type engines, although the RFC concept will ultimately have more widespread applica-
tion. Upon presentation of the inspection and scanning requirements for the twenty-one RFC
candidate components from the PWA F100 engine, the Air Force Technical Manager con-
cluded that the F100 requirements represented a near-complete listing of generic requirements -.

for all Air Force fighter-type engines.

No experimental effort was conducted within the scope of this program. Therefore,
specific recommendations regarding applicability of NDE techniques are based solely upon
previous experience and engineering judgement. The inability to conduct an experimental
effort has been perceived as a handicap in evaluation of ultrasonic test methods, where
demonstration of detectability of small internal crack-like defects has received little documen-
tation.

No component life analyses or life cycle cost analyses were considered within the scope of
this program. These items are being thoroughly researched in a parallel program: the
l)ARl)A/Air Force "Engine Component Retirement for Cause" Program, Contract No.
F33615-80-C-5160. The program has been contracted to P&WA/Government Products
)ivision. Mr. ,J. A. Harris, ,Jr., is l'&WA Program Manager. )r. W. H. Heimann is the Air

Force Technical Manager.

The initial engineering specification is based upon a conventional NI)E approach because
it was conceded that the follow-on manufacturing technology program would probably only be
able to address overhaul center operational needs within the current early 1985 implementa-
ti()n schedule. However, the design study has considered NI)E technology gaps which prevent
optimum RFC implementation, and the opportunities for parallel exploratory development
programs in advanced NI)E are discussed.

* * * ,'. *



2.0 TECHNICAL PROGRAM AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

'1'lie I(Mlirement. fIhr ( aise (RC'(,) Insp.ction System I)esign program was structure( into
fIhr technical )hases. Phase I activities included initial definition of the inspection require-
ments for RFC candidate components, definition of Air Logistic Command (ALC) operational
and nondestructive evaluation (NDE) technology needs, and research of NDE methods for .
applicability to the system. Phase II activities included selection of specific conventional and 6-

advanced NDE approaches to be included in the near term (1985 system implementation), and b-%

development of a summary of opportunities for exploratory development of advanced NDE
methods which may be implemented as "modules" of the RFC Inspection System in the
post-1985 time frame. System design was considered during Phase 11. A set of engineering
requirements for each major subsystem was developed. In addition to those requirements,
specific suggestions for compliance with those requirements were prepared. Design specifica-
tions were prepared during Phase IV. Volume II is a compilation of those specifications that
represent the technical contributions of many program participants.

4 .q
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2.1 Phase I - Evaluation of the State of the Art

Phase I objectives included the listing of input parameters and general system opera-
tional requirements necessary to perform the system design effort. Research of candidate NDE
techniques as applied to the RFC requirements was also conducted during the initial phase.-,

2.1.1 Inspection and Scan Requirements

Four Air Force inventory engines must be considered when listing potential RFC
inspection system requirements: The F100, TF30, .179 and TF41. The FI00 engine is planned
as the first application for RFC and a program is currently underway to develop all the
technologies, less NDE, necessary for F100 implementation in early 1985. The Air Force
inventory of TF30 engines is also significant, though much smaller than the planned FI00
inventory, and a RFC concept definition study is currently underway for this engine. If the
RFC Inspection System is to be capable of high sensitivity, high reliability inspections and is
to have generic applicability, then it must be assumed that the system will be used to perform F
evaluations of all critical turbine engine components which have specialized inspection
requirements. Therefore, General Electric's TF41 and 179 must be considered within the realm
of the RFC Inspection System even though specific RFC implementation may not occur.

Twenty-one F100 components were selected as RFC candidates during the "Concept
Definition: Retirement for Cause of FIN) Rotor Components" Program (Table 1). The specific
locations with highest stresses have been identified for those components and as a collection,
they represent geometries that are typically of concern in any high performance gas turbine
engine. Some of these typical locations can be identified in Figures : and 4, which are,
respectively, a composite sketch of typical rotor components and sketches of specific flaw
locations in these geometries. Sketches of all the F0 candidate components with designation
of critical locations are included as Figures 5 through 25. Also included in the figures are
pertinent dimensional details for system design.

Table 2 lists all the RFC eddy current and ultrasonic test inspection operations needed
to evaluate the twenty-one F100 parts. This table also gives the time currently estimated for
each operation. Each operation is detailed in operation sheets shown as Figures 26 through 33.
The operation sheets schematically indicate the scanning actions required for eddy current and
ultrasonic inspection.

A;I
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TABLE 1. RFC CANDIDATE F100 COMPONENTS

Module Material Component Part Number Abbreviation

Fan Ti 6246 ist-Stage Disk and Huh 4046741 IF

'Ti 6246 2nd-Stage Disk and Hub 4048902 I
Ti 6246 trd-S hge I)isk 40489)03 3F

Ti 6246 2nd-Stage Airseal 41)40 7 2/3 CPS
(2-:t Spacer)

(0impressor Ti 6246 4th-Stage Disk 403(0)4 4C
(HPC ) Waspaloy 7th-Stage Disk 4041337 7X

Waspaloy 8th-Stage Disk 4040108 8C

WaspaloY 12th-Stage )isk 4022612 12('

W aspalo yi 6th Stage Airseal -10:98C4 6/7 C I ('S
16-7 Jin Spa , r).

W asl' i loy 7 1h S tage A irse .al .1039727 7/8 ('P S
(7-8 Him SIpacer)

Wa1h Xl b-Stage Airseal * tllr.417 , 8/9l CIS
(8-9 Rim Spacer)

Waspaloy 9th-Stage Airseal 4050979 9/10 CPS
(9-10 Rim Spacer)

Astroloy 10th-Stage Airseal 4044279 10/11 CPS
(10- I Rim Spacer)

A stru o yl I Ith-Stage A irseal 104 ;280 11/12 C I'S
(11-12 Him Spacer)

Astroloy 12th Stage Airseal 4041591 12/13 C (PS
(12-13 R im Spacer) "

High Pressure Astroloy lst-Stage Front Blade Retainer 40:16812 TOBI
Turbine Plate (TOBI Seal)

i H I IT)
INIM Ist-Stage Turbine Disk 4014:321 IT

INIl ) 2nd Stage Turbine Disk 4042922 2T

IN IM ( I 2 R im S p acer ,104 27 U ) 1/2 T S

Fan I)rive Turbine IN11)0 3rd Stage 'urlbine Disk 104179.I jT-

1,1"1")

INI M 4th-Stage Turbine Disk 4001 S.W 4T

.

6
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Bore -0.1 in. Min
Thickness 1.5 in. Max

4.533 in.-0.529 in. Dia
0.260 in. Thick

Section A-A

Oil Drain Slot
0.406 in.-0 344 in. Rad

Scallop
0.260 in.-O.250 in. Rad -

"A7

Disk 00 13.351 in.
Disk ID 3.000 in.
Height 11.672

Material: Titanium 6-2-4-6
f 0 23587

Figure 5. 1st-Stage Fan IDisk (PIN 4046741)
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Disk OD 16.225 in. Material: Titanium 6-2-4-6
Disk ID 3.900 in.
Height 7.109 in.

AB

r-.w

A

Bothl

0.462 in.-0.460 in. Dia
0.392 in.-0.388 in. Thick

Bore - 0.755 in. Thick

Web - 0.205 in.-0.195 in. Thick \ Rim - 2.629 in. Thick

Scallop - 0.375 in.-0.344 in. Rad

.4 Section A-A

Figure 6. 2nd-Stage Fan D~ish (P~IN 4048.902)
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C.

Ar

A

Scallop - 0.416 in.-0.384 in. Rad
0.080 in. Thick

Bore - 1. 110 in. Thick

Boithole
Rim - 1751 in0.471 in.-0.468 in. Dia

1.754 in. Thick-- 0.226 in.-0 216 in. Thick

Disk OD 16.865 in. Material: Titanium 6-2-4-6
Disk ID 9.091 in.
Height 5.8525 in.

Figure 7. 3rd-Stage Pan D~isk IN 40-l8.903)



0.416 in.-0.384 in. Rad
A 0.060 in. Thick

Section A-A

Disk OD 16.865 in. Material: Titanium 6-2-4-6
Disk ID 9.091 in.
Height 6.220 in. ?30

Figure 8. 4th-Stage Compressor Disk (PIN 4030604)
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%7 %r-L-Na - .14.

I

Aft Flange Boithole
0.411 in-0.408 in. Dia. at
0.155 in.-0. 145 in. Thickness

Section fA-A-

Disk OD 16.776 in. Material: Waspaloy
Disk ID 8.7 10 in.
Height 4.499 in.

FD 223591

Figure 9. 7th-Stage Compressor disk (PIN 4041J337)~
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A

Boithole
0.402 in.-O.400 in. Dia
0.155 in.-0.145 in. Thick

Bore
11 0.5 10 in. Max Thickness

-7 0.060 in. Min Thickness

Section A-A

Rim
0.458 in.-0.454 in. Thick

Disk OD 16.863 in. Material: Waspaloy
Disk ID 6.395 in.
Height 0.904 in.

FD 223592

Figure 10. 8th-Stage Compressor Disk (PIN 4040108)
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%7k,~ W- 7

Xml*

65%

A -J Disk ID 6.395 in.
Height 0.9 15 in.

Material: Waspaloy

Section A-A

Figure 11. 12th-Stage Compressor D~isk (PI/N 41022612)
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;A.

Integral Arm Bolthole
A 0.330 in.-0.326 in. Dia With

0.492 in.-0.406 in. Dia
Counter Bore
0.178 in.-0.160 in. Thick

Web Cooling Air Hole
0.381 in.-0.380 in. Dia
at 0.40 in. Thickness

Rim Cooling Air Hole
0.285 in.-0.275 in. Dia at
250 WRT Horizontal

1.600 in. Thick x

Section A-A 0.670 in. Wide

Disk OD 18.368 in. Material: GATORIZED' IN100
Disk ID 6.995 in.
Height 3.832 in.

F D 223L,4

Figure 12. 1st-Stage Trurbine Disk (P/N 404332!)
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Disk OD 16.52 1 in. Material: GATORIZED, IN 100
Disk ID 6.685 in.
Height 5.875 in.

0.320 in.-O.319 in. Dia

0.2300 in. Thick

F0g1re 13.O11 2n-S.g Turin at~(/ 0492

0.23 . Thick. . . .~.

* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ eto .t *** *. *- -* . -. . .



AA

r.r

0.865 in.-0.855 in. Thick

Knife Edge Seal
Arm HoleWe
0. 177 in. -0. 175 in. Dia at 0.174 in.-0.164 in. Thick
0.085 in.-0.075 in. Thick

Section A-A
FD 223596

Figure 14. 3rd-Stage Turbine Disk (PIN 4041794)
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A Material: GATORIZED', IN 100

Disk OD 15.016 in.
Disk ID 6.545 in.
Height 3.174 in.

N 0.805 in.-0.745 in. Thick

Section A-A

0.177 in.-O. 167 in. Min Thickness *
FD 223597

Figure 15. 4th-Stage Turbine Disk (PIN 4061857)
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il Drain Hole
0.190%
0.180 Dia at 220 18' WRT Vert

V ~at 008 in. Thickness
0.075

0 ~Antirotation Slot
0.295 0.290 .8
0.205 x0.294 x, Corner Radius 0.080

Spacer OD 19.521 in. Material: Titanium 6-2-4-6
6 Spacer ID 15.166 in.

Height 3.2765 in.

FO 223590

Figure 16. 2-3 Compressor Spacer (PIN 4049087)
Ok.

Antirotation Window
0.195 0.155 0.055 .. 0.035 0.050
0. 185 K0. 13S 0.045 ~ onrRdi0.025 ad0.030

Spacer OD 16.280 in. Material: Waspaloy
Spacer ID 15.160 in.
Height 2.082 in. LFD) 223599

Figure 17. 6-7 C'ompressor Spacer (PI/N 403.9816)
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Antirotation Window
0.155 x0.195 0.055 ~ onrRdi0.035 ad0.050
0.135 x0.185 x0.045 x onrRdi0.025 ad0.030

Spacer OD 16.270 inl. Material: Waspaloy
Spacer ID 15.240 in.
Height 2.323 in.

FO 22360

Figure 18. 7-8 Compressor Spacer (PIN 4039727)

Antirotation Window
0.155 x 0.195 x0.055 x< Corner Radii 0.035 and 0.050
0.135 0.185 0.045 0.025 0.030

Spacer OD 16.270 in. Material: Waspaloy
Spacer ID 15.240 in.
Height 1.760 in.

FD 223051

Figure 1.9. 8-9 Compressor Spacer (PIN 40,50978)
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Antirotation Window
0.155 0.195 0.055 onrRdi0.035 ad0.050
0.135 0.185 0.045 0.025 0.030

Spacer OD 16.330 in. Material: Waspaloy
Spacer ID 15.450 in.
Height 1.763 in.

FD 22M02

Figure 20. 9-10 Com pressor Spacer (PIN 40,50979)
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Antirotation WindowA
0.155 0.195 0.055
0.135 0.185 0.045

0.035 0.050
Corner Radii 025and0.3

Section A-A

Spacer OD 16.320 in.- 16.300 in. Material: Astroloy
Spacer ID 15.470 in.-15.450 in.
Height 1.703 in.

Fr) 223053

Figure 21. 10-11 High Pressure Comzpressor Spacer (I/N 40432 79)J
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*~7 X- WI- L.

Antirotation Window
0.155 0.195 0.055 >ConrRdi0.035 0.050

x x xCornr Raii * and
0.135 0.185 0.045 0.025 0.030

Section A-A
Spacer 00 16.330 in.-16.310 in.
Spacer ID 15.470 in.-15.450 in.
Height 1.705 in.

Material: Astroloy
FO 223054

Figure 22. 11-12 High Pres~sure Compressor Spacer (PIN 40)43280)~
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N Aft Cooling Air Hole
0.176 in.-0.156 in. Dia at 19040'

Web Cooling Air Hole
0.355 in.- 0.345 in. Dia
at 0.090 in.-0.070 in. Thick

Forward Cooling Air Hole
0.151 in.-0.143 in. Dia at 0.15 in. Thick

Spacer 00 18.863 in. Material: GATORIZED- IN 100pSpacer ID 13.395 in.
Height 2.745 in. 

FD M3056

Figure 24. High Pressure Turbine 1-2 Spacer (P/N 4042715)
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~~~.~ 7.,~i' 7 7. 7

Cooling Air Hole
0.3475 - 0.3325 in.
dia at 450r.b

Knife Edge Seal

Thickness
0.012 in.-0.008 in. Tip
0.075 in.-0.065 in. Base

Section A-A

Seal OD 17.735 in.-17.725 in. Material: Astrolay
Seal ID 15.575 in.-15.565 in.
Seal Height 1.250 in.

FD 223057

Figure 2.5. High Pressure T'urbirn' Tangential on Board Injector Outside
Diameter Seal (P/N 40368 12)
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Procedure:

Scan Along the Edge of a Complex
Curve with a Contacting Probe,
Then Rotate to Next Location

0
Scan Time: 10 sec

Calibration Time: 20 sec

FD 226726

Figure 26. Scanning Irocedure and Time for Scalhl)-'s

Procedure: S.

Scan Along the Edge by
Rotating Seal Under a
Contacting Probe

Scan Time: 1 min

Calibration Time: 20 sec "

I D 22672?

Figure 27. Scanning Procedure and Time for Knif Edge Seal.
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Procedure:

Scan Along the Edge of a
Simple Curve, and Then
Rotate to Next Location

Scan Time: 10 sec

Calibration Time: 20 sec
FD 226728

Figure 28. Scanning Procedure and Time for Oil Drain Slots

" 
,."

Procedure:

Insert and Withdraw a
Contacting Probe, Then
Index to a New Location

Scan Time: 10 sec

Calibration Time: 20 sec
FD 226729

Figure 29. Scanning Procedure and Time for Rim Slots
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Upon presentation of the detailed FI00 inspection and scan requirements to the Air
Force Technical Manager, it was concluded that these requirements closely represent the
generic requirements for the RFC Inspection System as applied within the scope of this
program. Therefore, the selection of applicable NDE methods, system design, and engineering
spe(ifications are directed toward satisfying all of the FIO) RFC inspection requirements. It is
recognized that satisfactlion of all the requirements through the production of a 1985-im-

plementable system probably will not be necessary or possible.

The Air Force has specified that, as generic requirements, the RFC Inspection System
must be capable of high reliability detection of surface cracks 0.005 in. deep by 0.015 in. long
(and larger), located in cooling holes, boltholes, radii, fir tree areas, etc. The system must also "1
be capable of high reliability detection of internal, penny-shaped cracks 0.015 in. diameter
(and larger) located within the bore regions of disks. These generic requirements are com-
patible with F100 RFC inspection requirements. j
2.1.2 Air Logistics Command Production/Manufacturing Requirements

I{FC Inspection System needs were established by the Air Force and through meetings at
the ALC centers at Tinker and Kelly Air Force Bases. No groups of needs have been
identified: production/manufacturing and NDE technology needs. The production needs,
which relate to the overhaul center environment include maintainability, reliability, through-
put, flexibility, and accountability. The NDE technology needs relate to RFC requirements of
quantifying, detectability, defect sizing, and measurement stability. Although these needs are 09

all important for establishing RFC, the fulfillment of the operational requirements may
represent the greater near-term challenge. RFC implementation crucially depends on inspec-
tion equipment working consistently and continuously at the overhaul center.This section
summarizes the perceived production/manufacturing requirements as they must be addressed
in the RFC Inspection System design.

2.1.2. 1 Component Throughput

It has been difficult to obtain definitive information about the number of components
that will require RFC-type inspections. A maximum ultimate throughput estimate can be

based on current production data and anticipated procurement, but the detailed requirement
will depend on the number of components ultimately selected for RFC-type inspection. This
number depends on the specific propulsion systems chosen for RFC, the number of critical
components in each system, and eventually the number of other engine non-RFC components
which may need high resolution inspection for safety purposes.

There are several engine systems in addition to the F100 engine, that are potential
candidates for RFC life management. The T34-GE-100 engine is undergoing a structural
assessment effort under the management of Aerospace Systems Division (ASD). As a result of'
this elfort. some components of the TF34 may he identified for RFC apl)lication or for other
inspection requirements. The '1'F34 is, however, overhauled by the Naval Air Rework Facility.
Alameda, CA, and thus any inspection requirements would not impact the throughput
requirements of San Antonio Air Logistics Command or Oklahoma City Air Logistics Com-
mand. The TF30-PW engine is the subject of an ongoing RFC concept definition study at

.d Pratt & Whitney Aircraft/Government Products Division (P&WA/GPD). If an RFC main-

tenance plan is selected for the TF30, the inspection will be implemented at Oklahoma City
Air Logistics Command.

33-.
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There are other engine programs that should be considered if the needed inspection

throughput is to be correctly sized. It is reasonable to assume that if the RFC inspection has
generic capability that it will be used to perform inspections on all engine rotating components
that have specialized inspection requirements. The TF41 and the J69 engines have this type of
requirement and they may put an additional load on the production facility.

The current Air Force overhaul production estimates for the F100, J79, TF30, and TF41
are listed in Table 3.

TABLE 3. ESTIMATED PRODUCTION RATE AT
TINKER (OKLAHOMA CITY AIR
LOGISTICS COMMAND) AND KELLY
(SAN ANTONIO AIR LOGISTICS
COMMAND) OVERHAUL CENTERS

Center Engine Disks/Month

San Antonio-Air Logistics Command FIN) 400-11(X)
San Antonio-Air Logistics Command J79 180- 270
Oklahoma City-Air Logistics Command TF30 350- 70
Oklahoma City-Air Logistics Command TF41 60- 100

For design purposes, an estimate of 2100 disks/spacers per month was selected as the
baseline throughput requirement. This represents a potential to inspect the twenty-one RFC
candidate components from 100 F100 engines per month, a requirement which may be realized ..-

during peak overhaul periods.

2. 1.2.2 Maintainability

It was clear from visits to the overhaul centers that the highly automated inspection
equipment that would be installed for RFC would be significantly different from the manual
or semiautomated inspection equipment now in use. This difference is recognized by Air
Logistics Command personnel and is expressed as a fear that an automated system cannot N
provide the flexibility and assurance of being able to sustain production in the event of a major
failure. There is the additional concern that the skill level of operators may not be high enough
to te able to identify when and if a failure has occurred.

These concerns generated three specifc design requirements: (1) the system design must
be such to assure that a 50 percent throughput capability is available even in the event of a
major failure, (2) system elements must have self-diagnostic capability so that equipment
malfunction can be readily identified, (3) system elements should be modular to permit a
simple replacement repair method to be used.

2. 1.2.3 Accountability

The RFC Inspection System will in essence he an accounting capability that establishes
the status of components at regular intervals; a component is either retired or reused. A
component's status can only be changed by the inspection system. To avoid errors, therefore,
care must be taken to keep track of status while a component is being evaluated. A specific
system requirement is that the risk of a retired, unevaluated or partially evaluated component
returning to service be negligibly small.

34
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2. 1.2.4 Flexibility

Inspection requirements, or for that matter inspection equipment ability, will not remain

constant in time. It is reasonable to assume that inspection requirements will increase l_

significantly as the high sensitivity RFC-type inspections are extended to other components orcomponent locations. A significant increase in inspection throughput would be required.Meanwhile, if the time to accomplish a whole field eddy current inspection were made
considerably shorter (as may be possible), a significant increase in throughput capacity could
be realized. A specific design requirement is, therefore, to provide adequate system flexibility

so that subsystems may be added or subtracted without major rework. The most likely
approach would be a modular system design. The system scanning capability must also have

the dexterity to evaluate virtually all locations on a typical engine component. All computer
interfacing and communication protocal must also be done according to an industry-wide
standard to allow for proper evolution of the RFC Inspection System as advanced technology
takes the shape of implementable subsystems.

2.1.2.5 Reliability

Equipment reliability is of primary concern to Air Force and P&WA NI)E personnel.
Experience indicates that newly designed inspection instrumentation is not highly reliable. In
fact, NDE technicians engaged in research and development activities generally spend a large "0
part of their time troubleshooting their equipment. A multistep approach in the manufacturing
technology program is suggested (from breadboard, to prototype, to production system) to
assure that all equipment meets a rigid set of performance and reliability standards which
would be developed and delivered to equipment manufacturers early in that program. A
primary method for assurance of reliable production equipment is to devote many operational
hours to prototype equipment and encourage malfunctions to appear during that stage of
development.

Inspection reliability must also be considered as an operational need. While inspection
reliability may not have to be exceptionally high for small defects, the reliability must be
quanitifiable and consistent or the entire RFC Inspection System operation may be considered
a hoax. Quantification of inspection reliability is also essential for incorportion into the RFC
probabilistic analysis for specific components. Therefore a specific requirement of this design
program has been to establish the means and the methodology to determine the inspection
system defect detectability performance. The requirements to measure performance is more
important than establishing a specific minimum detectability because the statistically based - '
life management system will require a knowledge of the frequency a given sized defect will
actually be found. It is recognized, however, that it is desirable that the inspection system have
a good capablity for finding small flaws.

In summary, specific design requirements identified to meet Air Logistics Command
operational needs are:

• Inspection system must have the capacity to process 2100 )arts per month

* Inspection system must he capable of operating at least al 50 percent of'
capacity in the event ofa major failure ",

* System elements must have self-diagnostic capability so equipment
malfunction can be identified

* The system must have an accounting and part identification scheme that
will allow only inspected and accepted components to reenter service
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" System design must permit orderly expansion for greater ca.'pability

" All system computer interfacing and communication protocol should be
based on industry-side standards to assure ease in upgrading or change of
inspection elements

0 System elements must be modular to permit quick replacement of
malfunctioning elements

* System mechanics and scanning capability should have the inherent
capability to inspect all critical locations on F100 disks and spacers

* Ultimate equipment reliability must be assured through rigid performance

standards set early in the manufacturing technology program

* Inspection reliability must be consistent enough to readily quantify.

2.1.3 Nondestructive Evaluation Requirements

This section discusses the needs that must be addressed if the RFC maintenance concept
is to have optimum implementation. These needs relate to improvements in NDE technology
which are required to reliably detect very small flaws with a concomitant low incidence of false
calls (Type II inspection errors). "

2. 1.3. 1 Detectability

While it is recognized that conventional aerospace NDE methods may be sensitive
enough to meet most RFC flaw detectability requirements, it may be necessary to implement
methods with improved small flaw detectability to achieve desired inspection reliability goals
at larger, rejectable flaw sizes.

2. 1.3.2 Sizing (Quantitative NDE)

The RFC inspection process will consist of two steps: first detection and then sizing. It is
likely that, for a high inspection reliability to he achieved at rejectable flaw sizes, much smaller
flaws will be detectable using the RFC Inspection System. The ability to detect flaws,
accompanied by the inability to quantify them would result in such a high rate of false calls
that RFC would become a losing proposition. Classical inspection approaches have focused
only on the first step. The second step is important if the criticality of a detected flaw is to be
clearly assessed. An estimate of the time it will take a defect to grow to a large size (i.e., an
estimate of remaining useful life) requires a knowledge of its current size. The technical
capability to make quantitative size estimates from inspection data has been developing over
the last ten years. A specific requirement then will be to provide the quantitative sizing
capability needed to make more precise estimates of flaw severity.

2. 1.3.3 Stability

The RFC Inspection System will be used to manage the life of components over many
years. A key element in this management scheme will be the tracking of indications and
indication distributions as they increase in size or change shape as time elapses. To provide
this tracking capability, it will be necessary to compare measurements that may have been
made several years apart. For these comparisons to be meaningful, the respective measure-
ments must have been against the same basis. This requirement of constant basis or system
stability will be the key to RFC optimization. A specific requirement will be to establish
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.'
procedure and standards that will assure constant and uniform system performance, even "',
though system elements are changed, improved, or modified.

In summary, the specific inspection system requirements which must he fulfilled if defect
measurement needs are to bIe met are: J*

JN
0 Inspection techniques must provide for quantitative flaw measurements

and high inspection reliability at rejectable flaw sizes

0 RFC Inspection System methodology must assure stable performance over
long periods of time.

2.1.4 Evaluation of Conventional NDE

Conventional methods which were evaluated for their potential as RFC inspection tools
included eddy current, ultrasonic test, and penetrants. The capabilities of present inspection
methods are limited by several factors, which include instrumentation, measurement
procedures, and data interpretation procedures. A program evaluating the performance of
various inspection methods used to assess airframe structures has been completed
Reference 1). This program demonstrated that there was a significant degradation in inspec-
tion perf)rmance when an inspection was applied in maintenance conditions. A similar
program evaluating the field performance of turbine engine inspection procedures is underway
(Reference 2).

Although this type of program is helpful in identifying the deficiencies in current
practices, which are primarily manual, they are not helpful in assessing the potential per-
formance of conventional methods applied in an automatic manner. Unfortunately, it is the
knowledge of this performance which we must have to predict the perfirmance of RFC
inspection.

Before turning to the specific techniques, it is worthwhile to briefly review the physical
reasoning behind the selection of particular forms of energy to be used in detecting and
characterizing flaws. Table 4 lists the four types of flaws that are expected and six candidate
types of interrogating energy. The last three categories, X ray, optics and thermal waves, are
discussed in Section 2.1.5 because the particular RFC-type of applications for these forms of
energy are considered to be advanced NDE technology. Table 4 reflects research performed by
Professor R. B. Thompson (Ames Research Laboratory) and other program participants.

An entry of 1) in Table 4 implies that, based on the physical principles involved, the
technique should he of high utility in detecting flaws of the particular type indicated. Entries
of (" and A indicate a strong potential for measuring length and depth, respectively, for surface
cracks and for measuring the dimensions parallel to and perpendicular to the web surface,
respectively, for internal cracks. In a number of cases, lower case letters are used. This
indicates that the technique has potential, but it is deemed to he of less immediate utility
either because of complicating physical factors or a lower degree of develo)ment.

The table indicates that ed(v currents are quite effective fIr detecting surface flaws and
providing important sizing information. These are discussed in greater (etail in Section 2.1.4.1.

I Relabilit oi f NDI on Ai'ccraft Structures," IL.ockheed-(Georgia/Air Force Program AF I('/SAAI.I'/( IM ME
76..i;-:ts-I. i

2. "Ieliahilitv of Niondest rctivr Inspectihn (NI)I of Airtrall Engine (ornlionelnt,." Final Reirtlin I'hase. I.
Ward 1). Rummel. Martin Marietta, SAAI,('/MME M.7 117M.
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TABLE 4. CANDIDATE NDE TECHNIQUES FOR RFC-TYPE IN-
SPECTIONS

Thermal
Eddy Waves

Current Ultrasonics Penetrants X-ray Optics (Photoacoustics) . 6

Internal flaws D d %
C,A c

Through flaws 1) d 1) dI dd
(knife edge seal) ('A (.a ( c (.a

Corner flaws I) d I) d (I d
(A C.a (" cva c.a

Surface flaws I) d i) 1) d d
CA ca C a c c,a

Code: )etection Sizing

Higher potential 1) C,A
Lower potential d c,a

Ultrasonics is the preferred technique for detecting and sizing internal flaws. Specific
approaches will be discussed later in this section. Ultrasonics can be used, in principle, for

*- surface-connected flaws. However, the complex geometries of rotor components make this
quite difficult and it is judged to be a low priority approach for such flaws.

Penetrant inspection is the most common inspection method used for gas turbine engine
components. It appears to be a relatively simple, inexpensive process to apply for detection of
surface-connected defects. Its capability to detect small crack-like flaws also appears to be
good. But, as indicated in the following section, its simple appearance is deceptive, and

"" overhaul inspection reliability can be poor.

X-rays have detection and sizing potential, but this is practically limited by: (1) the fact
* that the reliability of detecting cracks (rather than volumetric flaws) is low, and by (2) the

capabilities of available instrumentation. A brief review of some of the more advanced
instrumentation that is presently available or under development is given.

2.1.4. 1 Eddy Current

There are several commercially available eddy current inspection systems which are
capable of performing high resolution inspection. These state-of-the-art instruments are
compact designs, capable of performing inspections over a wide range of frequencies (100 Hz
to 6MHz). are of solid state design with integral oscilloscopes, and they all have multiple
analog outputs. While the sensitivity of the commercially available instruments appears to be
sufficient to meet design criteria for the RFC Inspection System, several problems preclude
direct usage of any state-of-the-art instrument. Long term stability is not sufficient to allow
very sensitive high throughput RFC inspection; no instrument can claim less than 1.0 percent

drift within 2 hr. Also, no commercially available eddy current instrument has digital controls
"- or output necessary to be adaptable to a high throughput computer-automated RFC Inspec-

tion System. The one instrument which has a digital input approl)riate for coml)uter interface,
the Nortec NI)T-25, is an order of' magnitude too slow for high speed inspection.
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There are two major programs which have made assessments of the effectiveness of the
eddy current inspection methodls: "Quantitative Eddy Current Nondestructive Evalua-
tion/Bolthole Inspection" (Reference 3) and "Cost/Risk Analysis for Disk Retirement" (Refer-
ence 4). Both of these programs evaluated detectability of cracks in boltholes of TF33 turbine
disks.

In the "Quantitative Eddy Current Nondestructive Evaluation/Boithole Inspection" %

program, eddy current inspection of the boltholes was made with a Nortec NDT-15 eddy

current scope, a special probe consisting of three coils connected electrically in series and
spatially in the same circumferential plane at 1200 intervals, and a Nortec PS-2 mechanical
scanner. The scanner pitch rate was 0.025 in. of travel per revolution, so that one of the three
coils would pass over an axial flaw every 0.008 in. of axial translation. .

Coil diameter was 0.125 in., and measurements were made at frequencies of 100 kHz, 200
kHz and 2MHz (electromagnetic skin depths of 0.0 in., 0.3 in., 0.01 in. respectively). The coils
were mounted on a 0.625-in. diameter probe.

Experimental samples consisted of boltholes in TF33 turbine disks. Two were in-service
disks containing fatigue cracks. From a replication analysis, a relationship of Q = 11.12 exp
(0.031x) was established where V is the surface length and x is the maximum depth of the
crack, each measured in units of 10 :in. Three disks contained electro-discharge machining
notches for calibration. These had a width of 0.006 in., lengths ranging from 0.20 in. to 0.800
in., and depths ranging from 0.010 to 0.300 in. It was concluded from an experimental
comparison that electro-discharge machining notches and cracks produced responses that were
virtually identical. It was also concluded that the response was essentially independent of
frequency in the range selected, and hence 500 kHz was selected as a standard frequency.
These results are contrary to experience at P&WA, using similar instrumentation.

Sensitivity of the eddy current inspection (including a semi-automatic crack detector)
was not completely established. The smallest flaws reported were detected for the electro
-discharge machining notches, this size was 0.02) in. long hy 0.005 in. deep. For the fatigue
(racks, this was 0.010 in. long by 0.)10 in. deep.

The "Quantitative Eddy Current Nondestructive Evaluation/Bolthole Inspection" pro-
gram did not produce a statistically significant number of inspection opportunities to establish
a detection probability curve. Instead a receiver operating characteristic curve has been
estimated in terms of a plot of probability curve. Instead a receiver operating characteristic
curve has been estimated in terms of a )lot of" probability of false rejects versus the probability
of correct detection with the threshold setting of' the detector as a parameter. As shown in
Figures 31 and 35 each of these parameters increases, as expected, monotonicallv when the
threshold decreases.

Interpretation of these receiver operating characteristics curves (lepends upon how the
probabilities of detection and false alarms are defined. The researcher defined the probability
of detection as the number ot cracks detected divided by the total number of cracks inspected.
the latter was determined frmn the replicas use(d. The same definition was used for the disks
with electro-discharge machining nmitches: the known notch location was used to determine the
total nmioidor of' iiisecitisi,. In each case, the iprobability of false alarm was taken as t he
number 40 lsae alarmis 1ivided by a nuber equal to the product of the numlbr of Imlholes
per disk 1111. the number (,d prol , rotations per holthole (4,) and the number of possible,.

31, 't~iiilliat t it ( 'urr unt NIJE , Ithh , i -tlivcm,' id . i,'iio nteri rvi mrt, 12.7 7I , Adanitroia,-s. Ilt
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responses per rotation (60). This number is on the order of 24,0(K) because each of 60
" resolvable angular orientations of the probe in each rotation was viewed as a separate
* opportunity for flaw detection. The very low probabilities of false alarm shown in Figures 34

and :15 result from this large estimate of the number of detection opportunities in each F
bolt hole.

1.0 5.0 dB 0-/

I q
~~6.5 dB l

C
0

ft.iU

0
o0.9

M
.0

0.8

io-5  10-4  10-3

PFA, Probability of False Alarm
FD 223098

Figure 34. Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve of Automatic Crack
Detector for EDM Notches

Based on the receiver operating characteristics shown in Figures 34 and 35 the instru-
ment performance was computed. For example, consider 10,0() disks, containing 100,(X)
Ioltholes of which 100 are cracked. The researchers predicted that 89 cracked holes would be r
correctly identified as cracked, 10 uncracked holes would be incorrectly rejected, and I1
cracked holes would be incorrectly accepted.
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The conclusions seem to be erroneous because they are based on an improper assump-

tion. The probability of false alarm per bolthole, rather than the probability of false alarm per
detection opportunity is the basis that should be used to calculate the false alarm rate. Using
this approach, the probability of false alarm per bolthole is 2,400 times the value (40
relations/hole times 60 possible responses per rotation) estimate in Figure 34 and 35. The
instrument performance now would be that 88 cracked holes would be correctly identified and
12 uncracked holes would be incorrectly rejected. This result is consistent with the detection
estimates arrived at in the program which is discussed next. It should also be noted that to use
these results to predict performance in other inspection situations one must assume that the
distribution of flaw sizes is the same as it was in the "Quantitative Eddy Current Nondestruc- I
tive Evaluation/Bolthole Inspection" experiments.

In the course of verifying the basic technologies and methodologies of RFC, Failure
Analysis Associates (FAA) has assembled and analyzed eddy current inspection data on a large
set of TF33 third-stage turbine disk boltholes (Reference 4). The sample base consisted of a
50-disk population, each of which contained 10 holes, for a total of 500 holes. These were
examined in five independent inspections, using a variety of frequencies, instrumentation,
procedures, and personnel. It should be noted here thai the TF33 disk material, Incoloy 901,
characteristically produces multiple cracks of widely varying aspect ratio when initiated from
fatigue, as has occurred during engine service.

Two field inspections were conducted at Tinker AFB using Gulton FD-100 units
operating with a 0.50-in. diameter coil at 500 kHz. The first was performed by field personnel
while the second was conducted by laboratory personnel. Two additional laboratory inspec-
tions were conducted by Adaptronics, Inc. using Nortec NDT-15 instrumentation. These
differed in frequency, one being at 0.5 MHz and the other at 1.0 MHz. The final inspection
was performed by the Reluxtrol Corporation, using a Reluxtrol 700-29 CREG eddy current
inspection system. The measurement frequency was 5 MHz, coil diameter was 0.040 in., and
the probe advanced 0.0184 in. per revolution. The latter three tests were used as the data base
for most of the analysis since the angular and axial positions of the probe was recorded in
those cases, but not in the former two tests. This allowed a more complete comparison to the
results of the replication studies.

All of the boltholes were replicated to determine the surface length of the cracks. In the
490 boltholes inspected, 847 cracks were found in 280 holes. Cracks ranged from less than
0.005 in. in length to 0.700 in. in length. Figure 36 is a histogram of the crack lengths detected.

Twenty-eight of the boltholes were then destructivelv sectioned to characterize 56 of the
crack indications. As anticipated, a considerable scatter in a plot of' depth (from destructive
testing) versus length (from replication) was observed (as shown in Figure 37), with a crack
aspect ratio of a/c=0.35 providing an approximate fit.

Figure 38 presents inspection reliability and false call percentages for cracks greater than
a given surface length. These results were computed on the basis of grading a call as correct if
an indication was found in the same hole as a known crack, regardless of any agreement
between the magnitude and location of the indication and the size and location of the crack.
For all cracks, the reliability ranged between 55 and 70 percent for all 5 inspectors, hut rose to
over 90 percent for cracks greater in length than t. 100 in. If, however, one requires that
location (angular), length (to within a factor of 2), and axial position of the indication and
actual crack all te in agreement, the results degrade to those shown in Figure 39. Here
reliabilities drop as low as 18% and false calls rise as high as 16% for all cracks.
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The above probability of detection results may be somewhat conservative, since they are
calculated on a crack population basis (i.e., each crack is considered as an opportunity for
measurement, even if there are several cracks per holthole). Higher probabilities can be
expected on a bolthole population basis since there may be more opportunities to detect at
least one of a set of multiple cracks. Figures 40 and 41 illustrate this for all cracks and cracks
greater than 0.040 in. in length. Not shown in the figures is the false call probability. This will
also rise on a bolthole population basis.

From the above plots, it can be concluded that the high resolution probe provided the
highest reliability. Figure 42 presents more details on its performance on a 1/2 bolthole
population basis as a function of surface crack length and location agreement criteria.

The minimization of false rejects is essential if the full economic benefits of RFC are to
be realized. This requires that an accurate sizing of the flaw be obtained from the nondestruc- A.
tive measurement technique. Figure 43 illustrates the observed sizing performance of the high
resolution probe. The apparent crack length is determined from the equation

a =1 - e 'tI lNS/-,.s, 1 12.38 x 10 2 (T1JRNS)"' 1 + :1.5 10 )J (.1

le 'IIINS/','5 1 12.48 X 10 " (AMP)I5 6.59 - 10 A.

where iUIRNS is defined as the number of sequential turns, made by the coil, that produce an
indication and AMP is the maximum amplitude of the indication. This empirical form was
derived by performing a nonlinear regression analysis of the real crack length a, as determined
from replication, versus TURNS and AMP.

From the scatter of the data in Figure 43, it is clear that there was considerable
uncertainty in the sizing. This was quantified by the inspection uncertainty function (P(a/a).

Figures 44 through 46 present plots of the cumulative distribution of a, i.e., the percentage of
the time that the apparent crack length will be less than the size specified on the abscissa, for
three different crack range intervals; 0.001-0.010 in., 0.040 to 0.060 in., and 0.100 to 0.700 in.,
respectively. In these ranges, the 90% point is reached at apparent to real crack length ratios
of 9, 2.5, and 2.5, respectively.

This inspection uncertainty can strongly influence the economic benefits of RFC. This is
illustrated in Figure 47 in which the increase in economic gain per TF33 third-stage turbine is
shown when the inspection uncertainty is reduced by taking the square root of the size ratio.
Such a reduction in sizing uncertainty is, of course, one of the major benefits of the
quantitative NI)E techniques to he discussed later in this report.

In summary, the sensitivity of conventional eddy current is probably adequate to detect
cracks 0.005 in. or less in length. For sizes on the order of 0.040 in. or greater, reliability of'
detection, on a bolt hole basis, can be on the order of 90%. This will be accompanied by a
significant probability of false calls. However, for smaller flaws on the order of 0.005 in. or less,
such as may be of interest in application of RFC principles to such engines as the FI(X), .

reliability of the present eddy current techniques drops to 50% or less. In addition, there may
be a significant problem with false calls as illustrated by the following discussion.
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Suppose first that one wishes to reject all flaws greater than 0.005 in. and the instrument
is set up so that rejection occurs when the apparent flaw size is greater than this value. Ihen ,

from Figure 44, approximately 50% of real 0.005-in. flaws would have apparent size less than
this value and would be falsely accepted. Fortunately, as note in the FAA report, the evolution
of failure is such that, in a given disk, there are likely to be several cracks of approximately the-%

* same size since all boltholes have experienced virtually identical fatigue histories. Conse-
quently, although any particular crack would only be rejected 50% of the time, the probability °

. of rejecting at least one would be considerably higher. Unfortunately, this same reasoning
refers to false rejects. Thus, a single 0.001-in. flaw would have an apparent size greater than
the 0.005-in. threshold 15% of the time, and if there are several of these, the probabilities are
much greater. A high false reject level might ensue. The trade-off between false accepts and
false rejects appears to be quite difficult.

It should be emphasized that these comments are quite speculative since (1) they are
making extrapolations to quite small flaw sizes from data obtained on a system designed to
detect larger flaws, and (2) they are not based on a full statistical argument such as is
contained in the FAA report for the TF33 disk with larger critical flaws. Nevertheless, they do
suggest that care should be taken when relying on the state of the art, to detect crack sizes on
the order of 0.005 in., and that quantitative NDE techniques with better sizing ability may be
essential if the economic potential of RFC is to be realized in materials having critical sizes in
this range.

2. 1.4.2 Ultrasonic Inspection

As shown in Figure 4, the great majority of the generic RFC flaw types are surface
connected and localized due to the low cycle fatigue origin of the failure. These are most
amenable to eddy current inspection. However, a few examples of volumetric flaws are also
given, including cracks in the web and inner bore of the turbine. Hence, ultrasonics will be
required and an assessment of the state of the art of that technology is appropriate.

Unfortunately, no programs similar to the above mentioned eddy current efforts have
been run for the case of ultrasonic inspection of turbine disks. This is largely due to the
relatively difficult task of inserting internal crack-like defects into a specimen population and
verifying internal crack-like defects which are present and detected. Therefore, an assessment
of inspection performance must be based upon limited experiences. It is apparent that the
sensitivity of ultrasound is certainly adequate to detect crack-like flaws with sizes on the order
of 0.016-in. diameter or less if several conditions are met. First, the attenuation and grain
scattering noise of the material, must be sufficiently low that high frequencies can be used.
Figure 48 shows partial results of a detectability study conducted by Dr. .James E. Doherty for
P&WA's Commercial Products Division. It is obvious from the figure that grain noise in the
subject FOO materials should not be a severely limiting factor. Also, the geometry and flaw
orientations must be such that a pulse-echo or pitch-catch configuration can be defined which
detects the specular reflection from the crack surface. Figure 49 shows the dependence of
ultrasonic detection of crack-like defects upon the orientation of the interrogating beam. As
the ultrasonic wavelength approaches the size of the flaw diameter, the ultrasonic response of
a crack which is parallel to the beam is calculated to be 25% of the reflection of a crack which
is oriented perpendicular to the beam (based upon a 0.016-in. diameter crack in nickel and an
ultrasonic frequency of 15 megahertz).

Ultrasonic inspection, as used to inspect disks in production, is quite advanced. Two
programs have been conducted to construct computer-aided systems for production applica-
tion. Computer compatible ultrasonic instruments appeared commercially soon after these
programs were completed, and advanced inspection systems based on these new instruments
are now on line al major engine manufacture production facilities.
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% The new instruments are to varying degrees compatible with the high data rates needed
for high-speed inspections. The capability to modify all instrument operation characteristics
during one pulse cycle has been demonstrated, thus permitting complex performance even in
a high volume environment.

Transducers compatible with the new instruments are commercially available and have
been used to detect and resolve 0.015-in. flat-bottomed holes in fine grain material as close as
0.05 in. to either near or far surfaces. The sensitivity of new systems to detect reflectors in
materials used in current gas turbine engines is limited by coherent noise generated in the
material and not by instrument noise.

The question of reliability is somewhat more difficult (References 1, 2 and 5). It can be
speculated that, because of the known influences of crack closure stresses and crack orienta-
tions on state-of-the-art ultrasonics, the reliability of present day equipment will be somewhat
less than that for eddy currents. Advances on the state of the art of ultrasonics may bring
greater improvements in detection reliability in appropriate areas than advances in eddy
current technology.

2. 1.4.3 Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection (FP)

FPI is the most widely used inspection technique, and perhaps the only technique used
for some critical component inspections. The apparent simplicity, low cost, and inherently high
sensitivity are the main advantages of this inspection technique. FPI capability of engine
overhaul facilities in terms of probability of detection is unknown. An AFLC SA-ALC/Martin
Marietta study to quantify NDI capability is in progress (Reference 2). A recent study of the
maintenance FPI capability of airframe components (Reference 1) revealed that only cracks
greater than 0.70 in. (1.78 cm) will be detected with 60% probability of detection at 95%
confidence level. Similar FPI capabilities for engine components in an overhaul environment
may be assumed. If the assumption is valid, this presents a problem for the demonstration of
structural integrity for in-service engine components. It should be emphasized that critical
crack sizes for engine components are generally smaller than for airframe components, and
engine components are subjected to very high temperatures and severe environmental condi-
ti)ns during engine operations, thus making it more difficult for FPI to detect tight fatigue
cracks. Inherent FPI capability in a production or manufacturing environment is higher than
that in ove;'haul inspection; and in the laboratory under controlled conditions, it is possible to
detect cracks smaller than 0.032 in. (0.813 mm) with a probability of detection greater than
94% at 95% confidence level (Reference 5). In fact with stress-enhanced (wink) FPI,
laboratory capability can be greater than 91% at 95% confidence level for cracks smaller than
0.016 in. (0.406 mm) (Reference 5). Thus, it is immediately obvious that there is potentially
great scope for improvements in FPI capability of overhaul inspection. This area of research L
and development was, however, not addressed in detail until recently (References 6 and 7). An
AFWAI,/P&WA program, "Methods Improvement of the FPI Process" (F33615-79-C-5021)
investigated surface preparation procedures and key FPI process variables for overhaul
inspection. The main objective was to develop implementable improvements and enhance-
ments of inspection capalbility for engine overhaul facilities. A follow-on AFWAI,/P&WA
program "Improved Penetrant Process Evaluation Criteria" (F33615-80-('-5060) is currently
evaluating increased performance in FPI reliability using improvements and modifications to
the FPI process identified and evaluated in contract F33615-79-C-5021. This evaluation
consists of designing and conducting a demonstration program to statistically quantify the
increased performance in terms of probability of detection.

5 "i)isk Residual Life Studies.- I'art I of AFMI iI'&WA Final Repofrt AFIMI,-TR 79-417:3.
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The method of FPI in overhaul facilities is similar to a production environment. The
method essentially consists of applying penetrant on the components, and after the penetrant
has had time to enter the discontinuities, the excess penetrant is removed, the part goes
through a drying process, and then developer is applied to the surface. The penetrant which
had been entrapped in the discontinuity is drawn to the surface by the developer and produces P
characteristic indications which are examined by an inspector.

For over a decade semiautomated penetrant inspection systems have been in use in
overhaul facilities. Usually these systems consist of several in-line stations with engine
components being transported from station to station by mechanical handling systems. The
stations may consist of:

1. Surface preparation

2. Drying to remove any moisture away from the parts -

3. Soak in a temperature controlled penetrant tank (varying dwell time is
generally used depending on components)

41. Prerinse station to remove some excess penetrant

5. Controlled time dipping in an emulsifier tank

6. Rinse station, usually consisting of water spray

7. Air circulating controlled temperature drying oven

. l)eveloper station

9. )eveloper drying station if a wet developer is used

10. Black light. inspection both.

These semiautomated facilities, when properly planned and set tip, should provide
uniform processing for the same type of components as required in inspection procedures.
These units are preferred to hand-processing units, but a small hand-processing unit is always
coexistent with semiautomated units to handle small parts and specialized nonroutine inspec-
tion items.

Stress-enhanced or wink FPI is sometimes used on selected suitable components. The
method was introduced for increase(] srnsitivity and reliability for detecting tight fatigue
cracks or cracks filled with contaminants o increase penetrant flaw entrapment efficiency.
Unfortunately, often this method is not properly applied or is not considered for fear of the
time factor involved in stress-enhanced inspection. Recent work under AFWAL sponsorship
has demonstrated that significant improvements in sensitivity and reliability of FPI can be
achieved by new advanced stress-enhanced FII procedures (Reference 5). There has been n,0
study conducted to compare the time and cst factors involved in stress-enhanced FPI vs
focused eddy current inspection. In some instances stress-enhanced FiI' may be more suitable
and capable than other inspections. Also, as a complementary inspection to other inspections
such as eddy current, stress-enhanced FPI may increase reliability of the overall inspection
and decrease the time involved in evaluating false indications.
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Even though the FPi procedure is basically the same for manufacturing and overhaul
inspection, the capabilities may vary vastly. The main reasons for lower sensitivity and

* reliability of overhaul inspection are: (1) poor surface condition of components (nicks, dings,
deep scratches, etc.), (2) contaminants such as carbonized oils, oxide films, corrosion and paint
on the surface or in the discontinuities, (3) abrasive cleaning procedures used to clean the ..
parts, (4) compressive stresses on the surface of the component, (5) poor process-variable
control, and (6) human factors like variability of training, experience, and job interest.

Figure 50, which is reproduced from the interim report for the "Improved Penetrant
Process Evaluatioin Criteria" program, shows point estimates of probability of detection of R.
fatigue cracks using a FPI process specified in an aircraft engine manufacturers overhaul
technical order. The point estimates are simply the ratio of number of detections divided by
the number of inspections for each specimen. Five independent inspectors evaluated each
specimen using a small hand processing FPI facility at Kelly AFB. While no statistical analysis
is shown, three conclusions may be drawn. First, overall inspection performance was poor.
Second, inspector performance was consistent (i.e., if one inspector found the crack, they all
did). Finally, flaw detectability was not directly related to flaw size.

Figure 51, also reproduced from the interim report, shows dramatically different results
using the modified FPI process which was proposed following the initial research and
development activity. The same inspectors evaluated the same group of 100 rectangular bars
and compressor blades (approximate 50/50 split between flawed and unflawed specimens). It is
apparent that the FPI process is much more effective in this case, yet flaw detectability is still
not strongly related to flaw size. This behavior was probably observed because FPI is affected
by localized residual stresses, smeared inspection surfaces and residual contamination within
the defects.

In summary, the capability of the overhaul FPI process can be quite variable and is
generally assumed to be poor for very small fatigue cracks. However, FPI is the only process
which is currently applied as a whole field overhaul inspection for fatigue damage in critical
gas turbine engine hardware, and could be applied reliably to detect relatively large rogue
surface-connected defects.

2.1.5 Evaluation of Advanced NDE Methods

Evaluations of advanced applications of eddy current, ultrasonic test, microfocus X-ray,
optical techniques, and thermal waves, as applied to RFC, are reported by Professor R. B.
Thompson (Ames Research Laboratory) in Appendix ,1 of the second volume of this report.
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2.2 Phase II - NDE Subsystem Selection

Criteria for selecting candidate RFC Inspection System NDE methodologies were estab-
lished during Phase I activities. Those criteria included: (1) the RFC inspection and scan
requirements (based upon application to Air Force fighter-type engines); (2) Air Logistics
Command production/manufacturing requirements (including component throughput, main-
tainability, accountability, flexibility, and reliability); (3) NDE technology requirements (in-
cluding detectability, flaw sizing, and equipment stability); (4) an evaluation of conventional

UNDE technology; and (5) an evaluation of advanced NDE technology.

In making the subsystem selection, it is anticipated that the RFC Inspection system will
be configured as a production unit and be on line at San Antonio Air Logistics Center early in 1'
1985. An NDE technique could impact that system in one of three ways. First, it could be fully
evaluated at the present and therfore be ready for direct incorporation in the system. Second,
it could be sufficiently well-developed that hardware modules could be available in the time
frame of the manufacturing technology program for incorporating in, or testing in parallel
with, the RFC Inspection System. In the latter case, exploratory development programs should
be nearing completion for the candidate technique and the initiation of a manufacturing.%
technology effort should be contemplated in the near future. In a third situation, new
techniques are progressing rapidly, but may not be ready in that 1985 time frame. These
techniques could impact the system by being incorporated as additional, or replacement,
modules of the system.

It has been concluded that the scope of the upcoming RFC manufacturing technology
program would have to be impossibly far-reaching to achieve all RFC objectives by 1985 and
within budgetary restrictions. The scope of the ALC operational requirements alone presents
an enormous task to the program participants. Therefore, we have decided to primarily
address the ALC production/manufacturing requirements in development of a design specifica-
tion, and make recommendations for parallel exploratory development and manufacturing
technology programs which address the NDE technology gaps for post-1985 implementation.

2.2.1 Selection of Conventional Methods

Several conventional inspection technologies were initially addressed during Phase I, but
were discounted early as RFC candidates. They included radiography, nonfluorescing dye
penetrant, acoustic emission, and optical methods. The first two methods were judged to be
relatively insensitive to fatigue damage compared to other techniques under evaluation.
Acoustic emission, in its present state, was judged to be too time consuming and complex to
apply in the ALC overhaul enviroment for detection of damage in disks. The only optical
method, other than the customary overhaul visual inspection, which is considered to have
credence was evaluated as an advanced NDE technology.

The conventional NDE technologies which were selected as the basis for the RFC
Inspection System, included all three methods which received detailed evaluation: eddy
current, immersion ultrasonic test, and fluorescent penetrant inspection. The Phase I detailed
evaluation provided necessary information for preparation of the system design. Application of
all three technologies is considered to be complementary, as opposed to redundant. Eddy
current inspection will be applied primarily as a focused inspection, in the classical sense of
RFC, to detect relatively small fatigue cracks in fastener holes and other stress concentrators.
It will also be used in a less focused manner to inspect critical bore and web regions for
volumetric defects in the locations were immersion ultrasonic test isn't applicable. Immersion
ultrasonic test will be used to inspect for internal fatigue damage in some web and bore
locations that are deemed critical. In order to avoid leaving an uninspected or grey area during
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volumetric inspection, two simultaneous ultrasonic scans may be made to achieve a near
surface resolution on the order of 0.03 in. while inspecting through the volume. Fluroescent
penetrant inspection will be performed to detect relatively large rogue defects which may occur
in locations that aren't considered by the former two techniques. The design specification
recommends fully automated approaches to eddy current and immersion ultrasonic test, and a
modified manual approach to fluorescent penetrant inspection.

.22 Selection of Advanced Methods

Evaluation of advanced NDE techniques was performed by Prof. R. B. Thompson of
Ames Research Laboratory, Iowa State University, and is reported in Appendix J of the second
volume of this report. Techniques were grouped into the three categories discussed in Section
2.2, and selections were made for immediate application and parallel development.

The first category pertains to techniques which have been fully evaluated at the present
time, and thus are ready for direct incorporation in the system. Such techniques could become
an integral part of the system. The second category pertains to techniques which have not yet
been fully evaluated, but which are sufficiently well developed that hardware modules could be
available in the 1983-1984 time frame for testing in parallel with the automatic inspection
system. In order for a technique to fall into this category, 6.2 development programs should be
nearing completion for the candidate technique and the initiation of 7.8 manufacturing
technology programs should be contemplated in the near future. In some cases, new techniques
are rapidly advancing, but may not be quite ready in that time frame. These fall into a third
category of techniques which may be available for incorporation into a second generation RFC
system.

2.2.2.1 Techniques Ready for Direct Incorporation in RFC System

None of the techniques discussed in Appendix J for quantitatively evaluating flaw sizes
has been evaluated with a sufficiently large and varied sample base to establish the reliability
and confidence levels necessary for direct integration into an RFC inspection system. As noted
in the following section, many of these techniques could take the form of stand alone modules
by the 1984-1985 time frame. Skipping the steps leading to the development and evaluation of
these modules and directly integrating the techniques in the automated NDE system at this
time would be possible. However, the risk of premature deployment before proper evaluation
would only be warranted if it were believed that the objectives of RFC could not be adequately
reached with state-of-the-art technology.

It does appear, however, that the analytical scattering models developed to attack the
quantitative NDE problem could be used as computational tools in the RFC system design.
For example, as discussed in Appendix J, Section 3.2.5, it is anticipated that numerical results
will be available by the time of the 1981 AF/DARPA Review of Quantitative NDE which
predict the response of a circular eddy current coil to half-penny shaped cracks. Such models
would be useful in choosing coil dimensions and in estimating the reliability of the resulting
subsystem. Similarly, as noted in Appendix J, Sections 3.2.3 and 3.3.3, scattering calculations
can be used to model the ultrasonic repsonse to internal flaws. These can aid in the selection
of transducer frequencies and positions.

It is therefore recommended that a task be included in the NDE system construction
program whereby these present tools are incorporated into the detailed design and evaluation
procedure. Such a task is summarized in Table 5.
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TABLE 5. TASK FOR SCATTERING MODEL INCORPORATION
IN RFC SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM

Technique Present Status 1.982 Effort

Modeling of eddy current Response of circular coil and lse this analytical
system performance bridge to half-penny shaped capa biliity t o.

crack available in summer s e I e c I c o i I"%
1981 geometry and W-. 'V

measurement fre-
quency

Modeling of ultrasonic re- Scattering formulae are avail- Use these models
sponse able for scattering from to select probe

penny shaped and elliptical configurations and
cracks as a function of fre- measurement fre-
quency and angle quencies

2.2.2.2 Techniques Which May Be Ready for Evaluation in 1984-1985 Time Frame as Stand
Alone Modules

As noted in Appendix J, several electromagnetic and ultrasonic techniques have shown
considerable promise for sizing flaws. As noted above, these have generally reached the level of
successful feasibility studies and hence have not received instrumental developmental and
evaluation efforts to warrant immediate incorporation in the RFC system. However, in many
cases, it does appear that modular hardware could be available in the 1984-1985 time frame
which could be evaluated in parallel with a state-of-the-art RFC system. Programs that would
lead to these modules are summarized in Table 6.

In general, the programs involve the steps of (1) more detailed laboratory evaluation of
existent techniques, and (2) construction of semi-automatic instruments for evaluation in an
ALC. The first two are eddy current programs, the next two are ultrasonic programs, and the
fifth is an optical program. In addition to these experimental/hardware development efforts,
two modeling tasks are included, one for eddy currents and one for ultrasonics. These are
extensions of the efforts described in Table 5, and are aimed at developing a capability for
predicting system reliability. This may be necessary, since the performance of enough
experiments to establish the required reliability may be economically impossible.

2.2.2.3 Techniques Which Are Candidates For Future RFC Systems

Among the techniques discussed in Appendix J, Paragraph 3.0, microfocus X-rays and
thermal wave imaging were not identified as having the potential to be ready in the 1984-1985
time frame. In the former case, this judgement was made on the basis of the technological
difficulties anticipated in achieving sufficient penetration. In the latter case, the state of
evolution of the technology was judged to he too early. Although detailed program plans are
not presented, it should le emphasized that both techniques are considered to have con-
siderable long term promise.
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TABLE 6. CANDIDATE P5ROG~RAMS FOR D)EVELOPING ADVANCED NOB TECHNI-
QUES TO LEVEL. SITIABLE FOR TrENTIING IN P1ARALLEL WITIH RtFC
SYSTEM IN 1984-1985 TIME FRAME

Technique Present Status 1982 Program 1.983 P'rogramo 1.984 Program

Microwave EC Theoretical analysis Evaluate i n- Build semi- Evaluate instrument
inspection with at Stanford in strumentation de- automatic in- at an ALC in paral.
Y IG sphere QNDE program. veloped on pres- strument. in- lei with automatic

Instrumentation ent 6.2 program as cluding probe inspection system
development at it performs in the designed to in-
Battelle NW in detect ion of spect particu-
AF6.2 program. fatigue cracks. In- lar region of
Limited data on elude replication rotor comnpo-
fatigue cracks at studies of a suffi- nent
R oc kwell i n1 cient number of
D)ARPA l{IN re- samples to estab-
search program lish reliabilityv

Small, multiple Array concepts (it-in D~esign amnd con- Evaluate probe Complete instro -

coil EC' inspec- onstrated at North- struct small coil or probe array ment construction
tion rop on second layer eddy cu rrent on sample base and evaluate at

fastener problem. probe or p)robe ar- used presm A LC
D~emonstrations of' ray and evaluate ((usly for YIG
crack (let ectio n i o il l imited sample sphere eva lila
boltholes at SWRtI base tion (first 4;

months). Begin
construction of'
an instrument

Long wave- Stanford/Berkeley Experimentally as- Develop instru- Evaluate instrument
length uIii- ONR program es- sess effects oif m a n t i n - at an ALC in paral- -

trasonics tablishes that closure in disk corporat i g lel with automatic
roughness not im- materials. Develop k n owle d ge inspection system
portant but closure procedure to com- learned i n
effects significant pensate for in- previouls years
in ceramics terference from

surface reflected
signals.

Inverse Born D~evelop imprioved, Develop instru- Evaluate instrument
Much of 1982, 198:3 automatic techni- m e n1 t i 11 - at an AL(' in paral-
program contained que for measuring ci)r piirat ing lei with automatic
in program fo r T,> Evaluate per- k n ow I e d g e inspection system
Quantitative NI)E formance on light g a i n e d i n
module presently cracks. D~evelop previiius years
tinder priociirement p~roitocol tii pro p-
at AF erl y pos it iiin

I r a n s dit c e r
biandlwidthb with
respiect toi general
flaw

Optical detec- Experimental effort System developed Build semi - Evaluate instrument
tiiin of cracks in progress at in I)ARPIA pro- automati- svs- in an AI.C in Iparal-

H o c kt w e I I i n gram should be tem suitabl )e lei with automatic
DARPIA RFC( re- evaluated (in an for evaluation inspection system
search program extensive data in an L

base ofu such as -

described for YI(;
sphere program
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TABLE 6. CANDIDATE PROGRAMS FOR DEVELOPING ADVANCED NDE TECHNI-
QUES TO LEVEL SUITABLE FOR TESTING IN PARALLEL WITH RFC
SYSTEM IN 1984-1985 TIME FRAME (Continued)

Technique Present Status 1982 Program 1983 Program 1984 Program " "

Modeling of Response of circular Extend analytical Use models to )evelop estimation
eddy current coil and bridge to techniques to estimate re- procedures to prob-
system re- half-penny shaped treat more general liability of abilistically predict
liability crack developed flaw and probe RFC system flaw parameters

jointl!" by SRI In- configurations from measurements
ternatinal, Stan-
ford, and General
Electric in QNDE
program

UItrasmic mod- I imited start at I)evelop models [o r Ise Illodels to Develop estimatiom
cling to predict Iowa StaIe in inspection of disks estimate re procedure to proba

system re- QN)E program liability ol hilistically predict
liability RFt'( system flaw parameter"

from measurements
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.3 Phse III - System Design

13 I Eddy Current Dovico

This section deals with the specific design requirements of the eddy current device for
the RFC Inspection System. It covers design features, communications media, and per- %
formance of a fast, high-resolution, high-reliability, digital eddy current instrument.

2.3. 1. 1 Device Architecture

The eddy current device described in Eddy Current Device Specification, Appendix A is
inherently a digital instrument. This instrument is designed to communicate commands,
status, and data to a host computer. The digital design and communication capability of this
instrument offers several advantages over conventional analogue instruments. These advan-
tages include: improved stability, greater noise immunity, greater dynamic range, direct
computer control, and improved maintainability. The digital nature of the instrument and the
internal micro-processor allows the instrument to possess functions not economically feasible
in an analogue instrument. These include self-diagnostics, simple high-level command struc-
ture, and flexible communication protocol.

A second key element of the instrument architecture is the choice of communication
media. The nature of the test and the anticipated operating environment dictate several
constraints on the media. The choice of communication media must provide a reasonably high
bandwidth channel (at least 30K bytes/second) in order to accommodate data transfer between
the computer and instrument. In addition the device must be capable of bi-directional
transfers and have interrupt capability. For the reasons stated and others discussed in Section
2.3.6, the IEEE 488A/1978 was chosen as the instrument/computer interface specification. This
specification describes the hardware requirements of the link, while the protocol requirements
are included in the draft specification of IEEE 488A Code and Format Conventions
(Appendix D).

In addition to the feature already noted, the instrument must operate in an environment
that requires exacting stability and accountability. This constraint is imposed by the RFC
concept itself. For RFC to be operable with reasonable certainty, the inspection results must
be consistent from inspection to inspection and from year to year. Three design requirements
have been incorporated to aid in this endeavor. First, the instrument will have an output
variability of less than 1V, under worst case operating conditions for a period of two hr.
Second, the instrument will incoporate self-diagnostic capabilities for at least 80, of the
circuits in their active state; and third, each instrument will posses a unique electronic
identification (Serial No.) which is accessible by the host computer. It is the intent of these
and other design requirements to ensure that accurate and stable data is collected from a
known, identified source.

It should be recognized that the performance of the eddy current test is highly dependent
upon the probe configuration and part surface preparation. Recent experience with the F100l
Structural Assessment Team (SAT) inspection has demonstrated the need for improved
probes and surface preparation. The SAT experience emphasizes the need to do local surface
preparation to minimize Type II errors (false calls). In this regard, it is strongly recommended
that each eddy current station have provisions for local cleaning and polishing operations. The
procedures developed for SAT are directly extendable to satisfying RFC requirements.

a.t
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2.3.1.2 Summary

The instrument features summarized in this section and detailed in Appendix A provide
a basis for an automated eddy current instrument. The instrument's primary intent is to
satisfy the anticipated needs of the Air Force RFC facility; however, most functions are of a
generic nature to accommodate other applications. The design is intended to serve as a basis
for a series of NDT instruments which are computer controllable. The concepts presented are
not new; they have been successfully implemented by a number of U.S. electronic instrument
manufacturers.

In summary, the key aspects of the eddy current module design are outlined below. (See
Appendix A for specific detailed descriptions).

* Special cleaning and preinspection preparation will be required for eddy
current inspection. Very exacting parts preparation procedures must be -v
established to minimize Type II errors (false calls).

* The instrument must respond to simple functional commands from the
module controller.

0 The system should be designed to stringent stability standards. Drift f-V
should be limited to less than 1 percent in two hr of continuous opera-
tion.

* The instrument must have internal diagnostics and be accessible to the
remote processor to initiate and report.

* Calibration should be totally automatic and controlled by the remote
processor.

e The remote processor must be able to identify individual eddy current
instruments with each data set.

0 Considering the anticipated high-noise operating environment, A/D signal
conversion must be made internal to the instrument.

* The interface should be of a configuration that conforms to the IEEE
instrument bus standard, IEEE 488A/1978. This standard is known as
the General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB).

• Communication protocol should conform to the preliminary draft of the
Code and Format Conventions for IEEE 488.

2.3.2 Dimensional Inspection

A variety of dimensional inspections is now being performed on FIO0 parts considered
RFC candidates as part of routine overhauls. There are two basic types, with respect to RFC:
(1) inspection of those areas that can be routinely repaired (e.g., snap diameters, bearing
mating surfaces), and (2) inspection of those areas that cannot be repaired, resulting in part
scrappage (e.g., live rim diameters, knife-edge seals).
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The first type is not considered to be classically RFC. It is generally an inspection for
wear, galling, and gouging which requires subjective visual interpretation in addition to actual
measurements. Repairs are accomplished by machining away parent material, coatings, and

least not with current state-of-the-art technology.

The second type will result in possible part retirement. If the part is outside of tolerances
in certain areas, generally as a result of excessive growth or unrepairable wear, it must be
scrapped.

Another type is made up of areas not covered in the routine overhaul inspection. These
inspections would pick up dimensional irregularities expected to occur in extended life periods.
For the F100 engine specifically, all relevant dimensions, including those that would change as
a result of prolonged life, are checked as a part of routine overhaul. Any dimensional
inspection done in the automated facility for RFC of the F100 engine would be redundant to
existing overhaul procedures.

It is recommended, therefore that no specific provisions be made in the RFC facility for
dimensional inspection at this time. It should be kept in mind that the mechanical scanning
equipment specified for eddy current systems would likely be capable of performing several of
the required dimensional inspections. And, in combination with advanced dimensional inspec-
tion techniques (e.g., optical, sonic), the RFC facility could perform complete dimensional
inspections in the future.

2.3.3 Ultrasonic Test Instrument

The detailed specific requirements for immersion ultrasonic inspection of jet engine disks
in RFC are not known at this time. The specifications herein (and in Appendix B) are
intended to permit inspection for all anticipated flaw types in all required disk geometries
(specifically, PWA F100 RFC candidate disks). These anticipated inspections are described in
the following paragraphs.

2.3.3.1 Inspection Requirements

The system must at least he able to perform the usual inspections applied to
premachined disk shapes, but at higher sensitivities and better resolution, through flat,
cylindrical, conical, and radiused surfaces. In particular, in a single-pass inspection, it. will
detect defects equivalent to a No. 1 flat-bottomed hole (FBH) (i.e., a planar, disk-shaped flaw
0.015 in. (0.38 mm) in diameter, lying in a plane parallel to the sound beam entry surface) at
depths from 0.0,50 in. (1.3 mm) to 4.0 in. (10 cm). Moreover, it will be capable of detecting
defects equivalent to a No.1 FBH between 0.030 in. (0.76 mm) and 0.050 in. (1.3 mm) from the
sound beam entry surface, in a near-surface zone inspection. This latter capability will bridge
the gap between conventional eddy current and conventional ultrasonics.

The system is also required to cketect penny-shaped defects lying in the axial-radial plane
in bore and web areas as shown in Figure 52. This type of defect will originate at an
ultrasonically nonrejectable site, propagating in the axial-radial plane as a disk-shaped defect
centered at the originating site. Minimum required detection size is 0.015 in. (0.38 min)
diameter. The difficulty with this defect is that it is perpendicular to the available sound beam
entry surfaces, so that only a backscattered wave, not a specular reflection, will return towards
the transmitting transducer as shown in Figure 53.
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2.3.3.2 Inspection Approach

Development of a method using the backscattered wave for detection of the
penny-shaped defects would result in the simplest instrument and mechanical configuration
(single transducer, either normal to the surface or angulated); if a specular reflection is
required, the situation becomes more complicated. The situation is similar to that encountered S
in butt and seam weld inspection (Figure 54). As seen in Figure 55, the return path of the
sound beam depends on the depth of flaw in the part. At a 45 deg beam path (in the material),
the return paths for near and far surface flaws are separated by twice the material thickness,
as measured along the material surface (Figure 56). With the transducer angled at either 9 deg
(longitudinal) or 20 deg (shear), the beam separation along the transducer surface is 90% or
75% of that amount. Part thicknesses for the F100 range up to 1.5 in. (3.8 cm), necessitating
a transducer face length of approximately 2.7 in. (6.5 cm) or 2.2 in. (5.6 cm), with the face
width chosen to optimize beam characteristics. Since it is difficult to drive a large transducer
at high frequencies with sufficient power to obtain high sensitivity, it seems advisable to use
a small transmitting transducer (which will also be the receiving transducer for far-surface
flaws), and a large receiving transducer (Figure 56). In order to enhance inspection reliability,
it maybe desirable to monitor the back-face signal (Figure 57). Thus the instrument requires
three receiver inputs: one for the transmitting transducer, one for the flaw echo receiving
transducer, and one for the backface monitoring transducer. The three transducers can share
common receiver circuitry, provided the excitation pulse is decoupled from the receive-only
transducers; the signals from the three transducers will be added for input to the common
receiver circuitry. This requirement is specified in Appendix B. Another possible inspection
configuration is excitation from one direction, and detection of a preferentially scattered wave
in a different direction (Figure 58). This also requires two or three transducers and therefore
a two or three input receiver.

Operating frequencies are expected to be primarily between 10 and 15 MHz. However,
the near-surface resolution will probably require 20 or 25 MHz, and penetration in
coarse-grained materials may require frequencies as low as 1.0 MHz.

In order to optimize signal characteristics, impedance mismatches should be minimized.
This is achieved by using matched outputs, cables, connectors, and inputs. The matching of
the transducer(s) to the pulser and receiver is not so simple, however, since the transducer
impedance is typically 2 to 10 ohms, while the cable impedance is 50 ohms or more. The ideal
solution is to eliminate the cabling between the transducers and the pulser and receiver. This
specification is included in Appendix B, since it is not a standard item and will require
development; the two features are designated as "satellite pulser" and "satellite receiver".
Each will consist of miniature electronics, mounted to the submersed end of the search tube
(both in a single enclosure, for pulse-echo mode). The power supply should be low voltage for
safety. The advantages to be gained by the satellite pulser are elimination of cable ringing.
increase in transmitted power, simplification of transducer construction, and increased repro-
ducibility in transducer performance. The advantages of the satellite receiver are increased -

signal level and reduced electrical noise.

In order to provide ease of interpretation in areas with holes, where the front face signal P
will periodically disappear, a front face monitor gate is required. This gate need only indicate
the presence or absence of a signal above 50% screen height at the expected location.
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1.3.4 Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection %

A whole field technique will be an essential part of the RFC Inspection System. The
utility of this technique will not be for ultra-sensitive focused inspections, but it will be
necessary to search for relatively large rogue defects which may occasionally occur from
handling damage, fabrication problems, or material flaws. The whole field technique which is
most commonly used for critical turbine engine components is fluorescent penetrant inspection
(FPI). Although it is well known that FPI has serious drawbacks as a primary tool for overhaul
inspection, this basic method is the most logical choice as the near-term whole field RFC
inspection method.

Both Kelly AFB and Tinker AFB have constructed sophisticated FPI facilities. The
specification detailed in Appendix C addresses procedural modifications which will be made to
overhaul FPI, as performed according to manufacturers' technical orders (T.O.s) to produce an
optimum manual whole field penetrant inspection. It is assumed that existing Air Force FPI
facilities will be used for the RFC inspections, and all additional material which will be
required for technique modifications will be described herein.

The specification addresses FPI process modifications which will be implemented within
the context of the first-generation RFC Inspection System, but a better long-term solution is
desirable. It is recommended that exploratory development be conducted upon: (1) automated
scanning for FPI, and (2) eddy current inspection as whole field method. In addition, there are
other whole field methods, such as Krypton Exposure Technique (KET) which will continue to
be investigated using P&WA Corporate funding and may produce higher reliability inspec-
tions.

The suggested overhaul FPI modifications which are described in this specification have
been shown to improve FPI capability during performance of two Air Force R&D Programs
and P&WA internal research.

This specification follows MIL-STD-490, Appendix VII only in a general sense because
the military standard is meant to describe a piece of equipment rather than a process
modification.

While this specification will address the FPI process as applied to RFC inspections, it is
not meant to bypass the many implementation aspects of these proposed modifications which
must be thorougly satisfied during a manufacturing technology effort. The final T.O.s, which
will be tailored for specific engine components, must include restrictions on process variables,
such as penetrant, emulsifier and developer materials, dwell times, and processing
temperatures. Surface preparations must also be addressed from the standpoint of specifica-
tion of suitable chemical milling operations for specific components. The surface preparation
task must include a study of the effects of chemical preparations on material properties and a
sensitivity study of the process variables (e.g., chemical depletion, solution temperature, dwell
time, chemical neutralizers) associated with chemical preparations.
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2.3.4. 1 Background

FPI is the most widely used inspection technique, and perhaps the only technique used
for some critical engine component inspections. The apparent simplicity, low cost, and
inherently high sensitivity are the main advantages of this inspection technique. FPI capability
of engine overhaul facilities in terms of probability of detection is unknown. An
AFLCSA-ALC/Martin Marietta study to quantify NDI capability is in progress (Reference 2).
A recent study of the maintenance FPI capability of airframe components (Reference 1)
revealed that only cracks greater than 0.70 in. (1.78 cm) will be detected with 60% probability
of detection at 95% confidence level. Similar FPI capabilities for engine components in an
overhaul enviroment may be assumed. If the assumption is valid, this presents a problem for
the demonstration of structural integrity for in-service engine components. It should be
emphasized that critical crack sizes for engine components are generally smaller than for
airframe components, and engine components are subjected to very high temperatures and '.

severe enviromental conditions during engine operations, thus making it much more difficult
for FPI to detect tight fatigue cracks.

Inherent FPI capability in a production or manufacturing enviroment is higher than that
in overhaul inspection. In the laboratory under controlled conditions, it is possible to detect
cracks smaller than 0.032 in. (0.813 mm) with a probability of detection greater than 94% at
95% confidence level (Reference 5). In fact with stress-enhanced (wink) FPI, laboratory
capability can be greater than 91% at 95% confidence level for cracks smaller than 0.016 in.
(0.406 mm) (Reference 5). Thus, it is immediately obvious that there is potentially great scope
for improvements in FPI capability of overhaul inspection. This area of research and
development was, however, not addressed in detail until recently (Reference 6). An
AFWAL/P&WA program, "Methods Improvement of the FPI Process" (F33615-79-C-5021)
investigated surface preparation procedures and key FPI process variables for overhaul
inspection. The main objective was to develop implementable improvements and enhance-
ments of inspection capability for engine overhaul facilities. A follow-on AFWAL/P&WA
program "Improved Penetrant Process Evaluation Criteria" (F33615-80-C-5060) is currently
evaluating increased performance in FPI reliability using improvements and modifications to
the FPI process identified and evaluated in contract F33615-79-C-5021. This evaluation i
consists of designing and conducting a demonstration program to statistically quantify the
increased performance in terms of probability of detection.

The method of FPI on overhaul facilities is similar to a production enviroment. The
method essentially consists of component surface preparation, penetrant application with
associated dwell time, excess penetrant removal, component drying, and developer application.
The penetrant which has been entrapped in the discontinuity is drawn to the surface by the
developer and produces characteristic indications which are examined bky an inspector.
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For over a decade semiautomated penetrant inspection systems have been in use in :-
overhaul facilities. Usually these systems consist of several in-line stations with engine

components being transported from station to station by mechanical handling systems. The
stations may consist of:

1. Chemical and/or mechanical surface preparation

2. Drying to remove, any moisture away from the parts

3. Soak in a temperature controlled penetrant tank -I
4. Prerinse station to remove some excess penetrant (only for hydrophilic

system)

5. Controlled time dipping in an emulsifier tank

6. Rinse station, usually consisting of water spray

7. Air circulating controlled temperature drying oven (for dry developer)
only at this stage

8. Developer station

9. Developer drying station if a wet developer is used

10. Black light inspection booth.

These semiautomated facilites, when properly planned and set up, should provide uniform
processing for the same type of components as required in inspection procedures. These units
are preferred to hand-processing units, but a small hand-processing unit is always coexistent
with semiautomated units to handle small parts and specialized nonroutine inspection items.

Even though the FPI procedure is basically the same for manufacturing and overhaul
inspection, the capabilities may vary vastly. The main reasons for lower sensitivity and
reliability of overhaul inspection are: (1) poor surface condition of components (nicks, dings,
deep scratches, etc.), (2) contaminants such as carbonized oils, oxide films, corrosion and paint
on the surface or in the discontinuities, (3) abrasive cleaning procedures used to clean the
parts, (4) compressive stresses on the surface of the component, and (5) human factors like
variability of training experience and job interest.

2.3.4.2 Summary of FPI Specification (Appendix C)

The specification addresses implementation of modified surface preparations and FPI
process modifications to the perceived current overhaul FPI system used by the San Antonio
Air Logistics Command. These modifications may be relatively easily implemented to the
current overhaul facility, so we anticipate that the existing facility will be used for RFC
inspections. The specification specifically lists materials and equipment which will be required
to make necessary modifications to an existing overhaul FPI facility. It does not list all
materials and equipment required to assemble .omplete facility.

Controls are discussed for the recommended chemical mill surface preparation. This is a
critical issue and may result in a requirement for fully automated administration of chemical
milling to completely assure safety of inspection personnel and engine components.
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Design, construction and implementation of modifications are discussed, including recom-
mended sensitivity studies of all chemical mill parametric variables and mechanical properties
tests to assure component structural integrity. Finally, procedural aspects for the modified
surfacer preparation and FPI process are also discussed in Appendix C.

2.3.5 Advanced NDE Methods

This section introduces the work of Professor R. B. Thompson, et al., regarding quan-
titative NDE methods for RFC. Although his written presentation of research in application of
advanced NDE methods to RFC does not constitute an engineering specification, it is very
pertinent to the overall effort in terms of planning for RFC Inspection System growth beyond
current state-of-the-art technology.

In Appendix J, Professor Thompson discusses the applicability of quantitative NDE
techniques to RFC systems. A review of the state-of-the-art first establishes that more
quantitative techniques are needed to realize the full economic benefits of RFC. This is
followed by a detailed discussion of the potential offered by advanced methods for quan-
titative NDE. The report concludes with an outline of programs which would bring the
advanced NDE techniques to the state of development necessary for incorporation into an
RFC system. These are divided into three categories: (1) those which can be directly
incorporated in the design and construction of a first generation system; (2) those which could
be brought to a level suitable for testing in parallel with this system by 1984-1985; and (3)
those which will not be ready until a second generation system is constructed.

2.3.6 Interface Recommendations

This section will specifically address three generic interfaces required for the system as a
whole and the recommendation. The three interfaces a most aptly defined by the devices they
connect. They are as follows: processor-to-processor, processor-to-instrument, and proc-
essor-to-display device. In subsequent sections each of these interfaces will be discussed.

2.3.6. 1 Background

When viewed as a whole, the RFC system has three major hierarchical computer elements
which are described in detail in Appendix E. It is crucial that the interface between these
elements be accurately defined. It is the recommendation of this design study that all
interfaces (both hardware and protocal) fall into one of two categories: either an accepted
industry standard or a defacto standard. The recommendations of this report span both
categories since recognized industry standards do not presently exist for the interprocessor
communication link. However, a defacto standard exists for a specific choice of computational
equipment.

2.3.6.2 Processor-to-Display Interface

The interface between the operator display and the station computer is deemed to be a
local (less than 50 ft) relatively low speed link (less than 1000 char/sec). The requirements of
this interface can be satisfied by the RS-232-C standard of the Electronics Industries
Association. The specific minimum requirement of this interface, as defined by RS-232-C, is a
9600 baud full duplex primary asynchronous channel. The speed specified is in excess of the
expected initial requirements; however, almost all standard communication interface and
display terminals can accomodate this requirement.
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2.3.6.3 Processor-to-Instrument Interface "a

The choice of interface between the instrument and the station processor is crucial
because it potentially limits both system performance (i.e., how fast can the inspection be .

done) and future expansion. For this reason, careful consideration was given to the choice of
interface. A particularly well-suited selection is the IEEE 488A-1978 instrument bus standard.
This interface offers a half duplex bit parallel byte serial link which is capable of speeds in
excess of I megabyte/sec. The interface is commercially available and, at this writing, is used
in over 200 instruments and over 30 processors. The link is limited in length to 20 meters,
which is sufficient for the station computer-instrument communication. In addition the
address structure of the interface allows up to 14 instruments (31 with hardware repeater) to
be connected to a single bus. .

The IEEE 488A-1978 specification provides an excellent definition of the actual link
hardware; however, a consistent protocol specification is required. Appendix D of this report
contains a draft of the proposed Code and Format Convention for IEEE-488A-1978. Although
not an accepted industry standard, the draft specification is consistent with most current
practices. It is strongly recommended that the instruments used adhere to both the hardware
and protocol specification discussed herein.

2.3.6.4 Processor-to-Processor Interface

A specific processor-to-processor link is difficult to define without prior knowledge of the
processors to be used. Currently, no industry standard exists for such a link. A multiplicity of
protocols (hardware and software) exists; however, no specific choice has yet emerged as a
defacto standard for the industry as a whole. Therefore, the choice of processors should be
closely coupled with the choice of processor-to-processor communication link.

Although a specific recommendation cannot be stated succinctly, a generic description of
the link attributes is possible. A list of major attributes is given in Table 7. A number of
commercially available protocols satisfy these requirements, including DDS-1000
(Hewlett-Packard) and DDCMP (Digital Equipment Corp).

''Two elements described in Table 7 are vital to sucessful implementation of RFC: the
error rate equipment and the speed. If the interface chosen does not meet both of these
requirements, the possibility exists that either corrupted data will be stored or the communica- " -

tion speed will adversely impact the system operation.

TABLE 7. PROCESSOR-TO-PROCESSOR COMMUNICATION

Speed Greater than 50K bytes/see
Error rate Les than I in 101"

Error recovery Automatic
Host processor overhead Minimized by interface design
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2.3.7 Control Software and Data Management

In developing the computer hardware/software specification, it was necessary to assess
current and anticipated inspection techniques, day-to-day operational requirements of the
ALC's, and the overall objectives of the RFC system. Currently used and anticipated
inspection techniques require a high degree of system flexibility so as to permit incorporation
of new methods and equipment. The day-to-day operational needs of the ALC's require
reliability and reproducibility of results, as well as adaptability to meet new requirements as
implemented thrbugh less skilled operations. The RFC systems concept requires emphasis on
control and accountability as well as centralized data base management of the ever growing
historical information required for system operation.

The detailed specifications are presented in Appendix E.

2.3.7.1 Specification Overview

The RFC system consists of three levels of computer interaction as shown in Figure 59:
the master parts records system, the inspection master systems, and the inspection station
systems. The master parts records system is now an Air Force requirement, and is assumed to
exist for use by the RFC system. The functional requirements of all levels are discussed to
clarify the role each plays in the system operation. The salient points of the RFC .computer
hardware/software system are:

* Three independent levels of hardware/software
* Multiple tasks per level
* Modularity of task organization
* Control/accountability at each level
* Flexibility/adaptability at each level
* Self diagnostics
* Standard interfaces and protocols
0 Commonality of processors
* Redundancy/backup in design
0 Restart/recovery mechanisms
* Interaction with existing AF tracking software.

By design, the RFC computer hardware/software functions as a loosely coupled network.
Each computer system in the network performs several well defined tasks, requiring only
minimal interaction with other computers to ensure proper system operation and control.

The master parts records system (Figure 60) essentially functions in a data base
access-retrieval mode for the inspection master systems and other authorized users. It permits
additions, deletions, and updates to the information base that is operated on by the inspection
master systems. Basically this is the formalization of initial inspection requirements and all
subsequent modification.

The inspection master system provides all local control of RFC activities at an ALC
installation. This is illustrated in Figure 61. The inspection master system provides upward
and downward communication, ensures tracking and accountability of parts and inspections,
and provides local data storage for intermediate operations. This system also reports its results
to the master parts records system so the inspection history of the part can be properly
maintained and accessed as required when the part recycles through for future inspections.

....-
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The inspection station system (Figure 62) ensures that the details of the inspection are
properly performed and the results are reported to the inspection master system. All interac-
tion with special purpose hardware is accomplished at this level. Here the final details of the
control of the inspection process, data acquisition and storage, as well as data processing and
reporting requirements are carried to completion. Figures 63, 64 and 65 illustrate the
multiplicity of tasks at each level and the associated modularity of function.

Each level within the RFC system has associated requirements for control and accoun-

tability. Each is required to fully control its activities; however, accountability for interaction
with other computers in the system is required as well. Essentially this is a followup function
to determine that no loose ends exist in the system operation. Similarly, all systems in-
corporate features to enhance their flexibility and adaptability. While these are generic
features, they are addressed from the standpoint of availability of general purpose utilities and
system configurability to accomodate new requirements incurred in subsequent system up-
grades.
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Each of the systems must have self-diagnostic capability. This essentially ensures the
fundamental operability of the system hardware. Diagnostic capability must address the
interface between systems as well, to assist in finding problems which are not explicitly related
to a single system. The use of standard interfaces and communication protocols eases system
development and simplifies the system integration process. It adds further capability in the
area of flexibility and permits interchangeability of subsystems along well defined ground
rules.

To the largest extent possible, the system is constructed around a common processor
type. Aside from the obvious advantages of providing backup as well as commonality of spare
parts, interaction between different levels in the system becomes simplified. A single vendor
can supply the computers, communications hardware, and communication software to support
the entire system operation. This is an advantage particularly in the area of communication
interface and protocol, since most computer manufacturers support their own particular
networking software. When processors of different manufacturers are used, only minimal
networking software is available.

The software for the RFC system reflects human engineering features. This is normally
seen as effective and consistent prompting for operator interaction. In this system, however,
the human engineering features must be integrated into the design of the software rather than
in its implementation so as to simplify response to user needs as they develop. Specifically,
generalized reporting packages and scan plan development software must exist for this
purpose. While generalized reporting packages for data base systems have existed for some
time, simplified control of mechanical apparatus has not. Work in the robotics area has
explored approaches where computers are used to monitor operator guided motions and
recreate the movements based on this input. Sensor feedback from the various motions provide
"fine-tuning" of motions allowing for slight variations in course due to localized inconsisten-
cies. In the case of the RFC system, this enables an end user (NDE person) to create and
implement new inspection procedures with minimal or no help from a hardware or software
specialist. In essence, the objective is to have the* jls available to permit the user to solve his
own problem with minimal assistance.

Each computer system has some measure of redundancy or backup designed into it. The
master parts records system and the inspection master system, because of their size and
function, must have redundant subsystems to enable response to system needs in the event of
failure. The inspection station systems are basically identical except for particular inspection ."-

related hardware. The fact that these systems are identical permits interchange as required.
This provides several benefits and options to the user: reduced number of spare parts and ..-
subsystems, as well as possible rearrangement of existing systems to meet shifting production
requirements. Another option permits rearrangement of inspection station resources in the
event of subsystem failure to permit complete operation at a reduced rate rather than
complete shutdown.

All of the software in the system must provide some form of restart/recovery mechanism
enabling restart of function (after some failure) with minimal effort. At the inspection station
level this is perhaps the most simple, as interface to this system is very localized and the ,
function performed at this level is fairly specific. At this level, the particular task or activity
can be restarted from initiation. At the master parts records system and inspection master
levels, restart and recovery is more complex due to the increased number of activities and
interfaces. In particular, the data bases must be recoverable to sustain operation.
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2.3.7.2 Available System Consideration

In preparation of the RFC specification, the implication of existing AF parts tracking
systems has been considered. Principally two systems are known to exist: Comprehensive
Engine Management System (CEMS) and the Maintenance Job Tracking System (MJT). The '-
CEMS system addresses the overall logistic issues of engine management of which inspection
is only one element. It is believed that the RFC system could benefit in initial data base %
development from information available in CEMS. Similarly, CEMS will benefit from the
results of the RFC System because it can provide data needed to build engines from life
compatible components. The MJT system is being prepared as a tracking system used to
monitor parts within ALCs. The MJT would interface with the RFC system by establishing
the inspection system as a specific ALC process or location. Actual location of a part in the
inspection cycle would be a function of the RFC system. Interface of the RFC system to either %
the CEMS or MJT system simply involves either the receipt of or reporting of specific Z
information already within the RFC system. Implementation of these features is trivial with
respect to the development of the RFC system itself. Actual mechanisms of interface must
evolve as both of the other systems become more of a reality.

2.3.8 Signal Processing Systems and Automatic Pattern Classification

This section discusses digitial signal processing and pattern recognition techniques, such
as adaptive learning networks, that can be applied to nondestructive evaluation (NDE)
methods. The discussion is divided into three parts. The first part is a review of the general
problem of automatic classification of signals or patterns. The second part is concerned with
some of the specific problems that are likely to be important in the design of a NDE system.
The final part offers some comments upon some related work that has been done on adaptive
learning networks.

2.3.8. 1 Automatic Pattern Classifications

The basic components of an automatic pattern classification system are depicted in
Figure 66. The first stage, object location, is rather obvious but nevertheless extremely
important. This usually takes the form of positioning the sensor so as to acquire a signal that
represents the object of concern. Careful attention to the design of this part of the system can
lead to great simplifications in the design of later stages. The sensor generates a signal which
contains information about the object in question. The sensor can be either passive, relying on
signals inherently generated by the object, or active, incorporating a probe signal which is
modified in characteristic ways by the object. Here again it is obvious that careful attention to
the sensor design can pay great dividends in performance and simplification of later processing
stages. It is worth pointing out that in many cases, object location may be of concern after the
sensor as well as before. For example, the sensor may generate an electrical waveform where
the desired information is confined to a limited time interval. Precise location of this part of
the waveform can be essential to efficient implementation and high performance.

The next stage depicted in Figure 66 is a digitizer/quantizer. This stage is included in
recognition of the fact that the final stages of any system will generally involve a digital
information processing machine. The digitizer for pattern classification will generally involve
either temporal or spatial sampling as well as quantization of the resulting samples. Both the .,

sampling and quantization processes can distort the signal, so care must be taken so as not to
destroy or confound the information in the signal (Reference 8).

8 Oppenheim. A. V. and R. W. Schafer. Digital Signal i'roce.sing, Prentice Hall. Engewrt ('lifts. N.J, j975.
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Figure 66. General Form of Automatic Pattern Classifier

The feature extraction stage is a signal processing system whose purpose is to transform
the sensor signal into a form which is convenient for use in classification. (Note that feature
extraction could be done before the digitization if analog signal processing techniques are

* desirable.) Generally, feature extraction involves the computation of a set of parameters or
features which are characteristic of the possible states of the object of concern. That is, the
feature extractor attempts to reduce the information content of the signal by discarding all but
the essential information required for reliable classification of the signal. It should be pointed
out that design of this stage of processing is also very important. By using sophisticated digital

, signal processing techniques (Reference 8), it may be possible to compensate for certain kinds
of deficiencies in earlier stages; e.g., noise introduced in the sensor stage can be removed by
digital filtering. However, it should be emphasized that it is clearly wishful thinking to place
too much of a burden upon this stage of the system. The most sophisticated processing will not
be able to uncover information that is not present at the beginning. A classifier system will not
compensate for poor signal to noise environments.

The final stage of any automatic system is the classification stage. The classifier generally
takes a form similar to Figure 67, which depicts the computation of a set of decision or
discriminant functions d(i,x), (i = 1, 2...,M) one for each of M possible classes. For a given
input feature vector x, each decision function is computed. The pattern is then assigned to the
class corresponding to the decision function whose value is the greatest. Decision functions can
have many forms, the simplest perhaps being linear decision function of the form.

d(i,x) = w x

where w is a vector of weighting coefficients. Such a decision function is simply a weighted
sum of the features. Such decision functions can give correct classifications if the feature
vectors for each class lie in nonoverlapping simply connected regions. If this is not the case, it
may be necessary to use nonlinear decision functions (e.g. quadratic functions). Unfortunately,
in most cases of practical interest, we will not be able to find a set of decision functions which
will correctly classify all possible patterns since the pattern overlap. In such cases a statistical
approach may be useful. If a statistical point of view is adopted, then the decision functions
are expressed in terms of probabilities. For example, if

d(i,x) = Prob x belongs to class i ! x

then it can he shown (References 9, 10) that the average probability of misclassification is
minimized. Using Bayes therorem (References 9, 10), other forms of the decision functions can
be found in terms of conditional probability density functions and a priority probabilities of
the classes.

.9 Tom. J. T. and R. C. Gonzalez, Pattern Recognition Principhs, Addison-Wesley Pub. Co.. Reading, MA, 1974

)10 Duda. R. 0. and R. E. Hart, Pattern C/asificatin and Sc'n Analvsis. Wiley Intercience. New York, 1973.
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Figure 67. General Form for Classification Stage

In general the design of a pattern classifier consists of choosing the basic form of the
decision functions, followed by a "learning" phase in which variable parameters of the decision
functions area are adjusted so that a set of labelled "training" samples is correctly classified
with minimum error. It is then assumed that the classifier can be applied to new samples with
comparable success. The question naturally arises as to the number of samples required for
training the classifier. Since collecting training data is often very expensive, the minimum
number of training samples required for training is of great interest. Unfortunately it is not
possible to give a general answer to this question since it clearly depends on the amount of
variability of the features. However, a rule of thumb appropriate for linear decision functions
is that we need a number of samples of each class equal to at least twice the number of
features in order to be assured of reasonable training of the classifier (References 9, 11).

The final step in the design of a pattern classification system is the evaluation of
performance. This is an area where there is little theoretical guidance and much opportunity
to obtain confusing or misleading results.

Generally, the system is evaluated by testing it on a set of samples that are distinct from
the original training set. The results of such tests can be used to estimate error rates for the
system.

il Cover, T. M., "Geometrical and Statistical Properties of Linear Irregularities with Applications to Pattern
Recognition," lEE Trans. Electronic Computers, Vol. EC-14, pp. 326-334, 1965.
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It is clear from the previous discuission that a patt.ern classification system involves a set
(01" interacting componl(it systems and defi('iencies in the erlormance of any stage can severely
degrade overall performance. The design of such systems clearly involves the following
sub-problems:

1. Pattern locator design
2. Sensor design
3. Digitizer/quantizer design
4. Feature extractor design
5. Feature selection
6. Classifier design
7. Classifier learning
8. Evaluation system performance.

All of these aspects must be given careful attention in the design of any automatic
classification system.

2.3.8.2 Automatic Crack Detection

The preceding discussion attempts to provide perspective on the important aspects of
automatic classification systems. In what follows we shall discuss the design problems in the
context of automatic crack detection using eddy current probes.

2.3.8.2.1 Object Location

The problem of object location seems relatively straightforward if attention is directed
toward bolthole cracks. Systems for scanning angularly and axially are available (Ref 12).

, 2.3.8.2.2 Sensor

Sensor design is extremely important since the resolution and a sensitivity of the eddy
current probe will ultimately determine the ability to reliably detect and determine the size of
cracks. Sensors should be designed with cognizance of the features to be extracted from the
sensor signals. It does not necessarily follow that a probe which is optimized for human
observers will give best performance in an automatic system. In any case the physics of the
eddy current phenomenon should be understood so as to obtain theroretical models for the
effect of cracks on the probe response. Such physical models may lead to a natural parameter-
izatioin of the response which in turn could serve as a basis for definition of features to be used
in the classification process.

A-

12 Shankar. It., S. N. Vernon. and A. N. Mucciardi, "Quantitaiive Eddy Current NDE/Bolthole inspection,- Second
Iterim Report. Adaptronic% Inc., .Janoary 1980.
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2.3.8.2.3 Digitization

With the present state of microprocessor and minicomputer technology, it seems abun- %

dantly clear that the probe response signals should be digitized immediately with no analog
signal processing save anti-aliasing lowpass filtering prior to sampling. The required sampling A.
rate depends straight-forwardly upon the scanning speed, and it is well known that the
sampling rate should be at least twice the highest frequency of the signal. Even if the signal is
determined to be bandlimited, a low pass filter should be used to eliminate high frequency
noise prior to sampling. In determining the necessary quantization accuracy, there are two
issues: (1) What is the required accuracy of representation? (2) What is the dynamic range of
the signal? These factors interact since if signal amplitude decreases while leaving quantiza-
tion step size constant, the percentage error increases. It is quite likely that a 12-bit A/D
converter would provide adequate accuracy over a suitable dynamic range. Such A/D con- _
verters are readily available at very modest costs for sampling rates of interest in this "
application. Z.:.-

2.3.8.2.4 Feature Extraction and Selection

If the eddy current probe scans axially and angularly in a bolthole, then distance is
represented by the time dimension of the resulting waveforms. The waveforms will be
relatively constant in regions of homogeneous properties with transition regions corresponding
to movement from air to metal. As the probe moves past a crack or other anomaly in the
metal, a periodic train of pulses will be generated. The amplitude, shape, and number of these
pulses will depend upon the size of the crack. A specific advantage of digitizing early in the
information collection processes is that digital information is less corruptible than analog
information by traditional noise processes to be expected in shop environment. With the probe
signals in digital form, there are a multitude of digital signal processing techniques such as
digital filtering, discrete Fourier analysis, and linear predictive analysis that can be applied to
enhance the data and to extract a set of parameters or features from the signals (Reference 8).
It should be emphasized that such techniques should not be applied blindly without guidance
from physical models, and we should not rely too heavily on signal processing
techniques to recover information lost in the transduction process. For example, deconvolution
is perhaps useful, but it cannot completely compensate for physical limitations imposed by
probe design.

Even if features are initially defined on the basis of a physical model, it is quite likely
that some of the features will not be effective in classification either because they convey little
information or are highly correlated with other features. Techniques exist for selecting features
or reducing the dimensionality of patterns without severely reducing their information content .' -

(Reference 9).
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2.3.8.2 Classifier Design and Training

The eddy current probe signals contain information about both the presence of and the
size of cracks in metal. If it is only necessary to detect the presence of a crack, a simple
classifier may suffice. For example, a type of correlation or template matching scheme could be
used to detect pulses corresponding to cracks. If the size of the crack is to be determined, then
the entire pattern of pulses must be analyzed and the size inferred from the number and size
of the train of pulses. One approach is to record many waveforms from boltholes containing
cracks, extract features, and develop decision functions from these examples. Another ap-
proach would be to develop a detailed physical model for the production of the eddy current
waveforms and to try to work backwards from the waveform to a set of physical parameters
which would define the crack shape. The former approach is the classic pattern recognition
approach, and it requires the measurement of many boltholes with cracks in order to "learn"
the parameters of a classifier. The latter approach might be preferred if a detailed physical
model were possible. Practically speaking, a combination of these approaches is probably
necessary, with the physical model providing insight into the type of features to use and the
amount of variability to be expected in these features.

In any case, it is absolutely essential to obtain a large "library" of turbine disks with
boltholes containing cracks of known size and location. This "library" should be as large as
possible and it should contain a representative set of examples since it will be necessary for
both training and evaluation of a classifier system.

2.3.8.3 Comments on the Adaptive Learning Network (ALN) Approach

The use of adaptive learning network classifiers in NDE processes is documented in
Reference 12. The approach followed is essentially that described above. This application uses
hardware implementation of a general trainable pattern classifier algorithm which takes a
set of features as input and produces a decision as output. This system is called an "adaptive
learning network" (ALN). Although the details of this algorithm do not seem to be readily
available in any literature or reports, it seems likely that the algorithm consists of an iterative
scheme for adjusting coefficients of a nonlinear (probably quadratic) decision function. The
parameters can be adjusted so that certain features have little or no effect on the decision
while others may be dominant. Thus, the feature selection process is in a sense built into the
training classifier. It is tempting, therefore, to define a large set of conveniently measured
features and then rely upon the training algorithm to discard the useless features. As pointed
out above, it is preferable to pay closer attention to physical models if useful models are
available. Nevertheless, once the coefficients of the decision making matrix are defined, the
classifier operates as a deterministic, rather than a statistical estimator, since no information
is provided about the validity of the estimate.
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In general, the AIN approach is sound if applied in a reasonably noise-free, -
well-specified environment. The followiig points should he made: (I) Adaptronics (Reference

12) wishes to sell systems based upon a generic pattern recognizer. The approach is therefore, Sil
defined by what their machine can do. The price paid for standardization is the loss of

flexibility to tailor an approach to the specific problem of crack detection. Other,
well-documented classification structures are available at the United Technologies Research
Center (UTRC) including the RESID algorithm, which is based upon the same theory as ALN.
These structures have the flexibility to tailor the classifier algorithm to the specific problem.
(2) More attention should be paid to physical models in defining and extracting features. This
is the key to successful applications of advanced signal processing and pattern recognition to
NDE methods. (3) The amount of data available for training and testing of the system is small.
This is not surprising in view of the difficulty involved in obtaining detailed measurements of
cracks. Expansion of the data base should be of highest priority in future work on automatic
crack detection system. The RESID algorithm has a key advantage here of requiring much less
training data than other classifiers (Reference 13).

Other, well-founded statistical approaches such as the leave-one-out training method also
can be used to minimize data requirements. The UTRC has assembled, over the past several
years, a comprehensive set of software tools for digital signal processing and pattern recogni-
tion (References 15, 16, 17). The IEEE Signal Processing Library (Reference 14) is acknowl-
edged as being the state of the art within the community. Likewise, the ARTHUR81 pattern
recognition package (Reference 16) is widely known and was used in the eddy current work
discussed above. In addition, Ivakhenenko's polynomial classifier methodology has been
implemented in UTRC's RESID algorithm (similar to the Adaptive Learning Network (Refer- 6.-

ence 17)).

2.3.8.4 Summary

Automatic crack detection is technically feasible and researchers have made good
headway on the problem. Future work should focus on all phases of the design problem from
the sensor through the classifier. It is essential to develop a large set of carefully documented
cracks for development and evaluation of automatic classifier systems. The work of Adap-
tronics, Inc. and IJTiC demonstrates that it may be possible to automatically and reliably
detect cracks. However, much remains to be done in investigating the sources of error and
improving and evaluating performance before a viable system is available.

2.3.9 Mechanical Scanning

This section provides an overview of the scanning equipment specification and additional
information on the availability of equipment that can be used to meet the specification. A
discussion of special problems that must be addressed to meet the specification is included.
Details of the specification for mechanical scanning equipment are presented in Appendix F.

13 Swicke, I'. E., "Ship Classification Using Recursive Structure Identification and the Mellin Transform," ITR(',
Report HS 0-192109. January 1981.

14 IEEE. 'rugrams for ligital Signal Processing. .John Wiley and Sons, New York. 1979.

I1 Kowalski. H. R.. "ARTHURSI U sers Manual." l)istrihuted tv Infornetrix. Inc.. Seattle, WA. JIanuarv 1981.

14; Zi'ki, I'. E.. "Interactive Signal Pr,'essing I'n ckage I Isvr% Manoal," I "'1( I(i,,.rl I 1r ( .1 I.I. IRevi~ed Ma;I

17 Shankar. H.. et al.. "Fewsililav ,,I Usingt Adaptive I.earning Networks ltr EII ('urrept Signal Analvsis,"
NI' 72:t, Eh lri, I ,ower Re.search l .stitile, Ial, Allo, ('A.
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2.3.9. Equipment Requirements

The program approach was to review the preliminary inspection requirements established
during Retirement for Cause Concept Definition to identify scanning motion needs, to visit Air
Force Logistics Centers to identify the characteristics of equipment that can function effec-
tively in an overhaul environment, and to transform these needs into requirements that could

*be described in terms of a specification.

2.3.9.1.1 Motion Needs

Inspection requirements were developed by evaluating the shape and orientation of all
areas of F100 parts which require NDE for RFC. Each part was reviewed to determine the
kinds of generic motions needed to inspect them. Figures 68, 69, and 70 are typical work sheets
used in this process. These figures specifically identify critical areas and the kind of defect
that must be detected for each component. These diagrams have been summarized in Table 2
and Figures 26 through 33 which group components by common types of geometries and by
the generic kinds of motion required to inspect each type of critical area. These areas and
geometries are typical of areas known to be critical on other military power plants although
specific dimensions may differ. F100 inspection geometries in themselves represent a generic
set of geometribs so that any scanning system specified to inspect F100 components will have
the capability to scan any gas turbine disk or seal.

2.3.9.1.2 Air Force Logistics ('enter Needs

The eventual application RFC NDE equipment will be in an ALC and therefore this
environment had to be understood before specific requirements were established. Interview
meetings were conducted at Tinker and Kelly Air Force Bases where most Air Force engine
overhaul work is done. These meetings established the methods currently used to inspect
components and the difficulties that had been encountered in the past when new equipment
was introduced and placed into service. Program plans for new and improved equipment and
approaches were also identified.

Both logistic centers strongly emphasized that they were production operations and that
throughput and manpower requirements were the main concern. They indicated that most
personnel could be classified as operators. They were reluctant to introduce any new equip-
ment that would require higher skilled personnel such as computer operators. Although it was
desirable for all equipment to be capable of operating in the production environment, some
specialized inspection equipment was now contained in special rooms with independent
environmental control.

Equipment repair and maintenance are a concern since a large number of expert
personnel are not available and service contracts are hard to establish. In general there was a
great desire to have equipment that could easily be reconfigured to accomplish new inspec-
tions; each logistic center frequently established new inspections in response to newly identi-
fied problems.

These needs are applicable to all components of the NDE facility.

2.3.9.1.3 Performance Requirements

Specific equipment performance requirements were developed from the identified motion
and logistic center needs.
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Inspection Areas Critical Flaws

(D Web Rim - Corner Defect

()Rim Bolthole - Corner Defect

Bore - Volumetric Defect
)Bore '

FD 228300

Figure 68'. Work Sheet Summarizing Inspect ion Required [or Eighth Stage
Compressor Disk. This Figure' and O.t hers Similar Were Used to
Establish Generic Inspection Motions
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The ability to maintain some inspection system throughput in the event of a major
element failure is a fundamental ALC need that was identified. This need has been articulated
in a requirement for sufficient equipment redundancy to maintain 50 percent throughput in
the event of a single point failure. This redundancy requirement can be met by simple
duplication of equipment or by using common equipment elements to the greatest extent
possible.

Equipment maintenance was identified as a key concern of ALC personnel. The RFC
inspection system will be a complex and highly automated facility so the typical system
operator will not necessarily have the skill to know whether or not equipment is operating
within specification. A self diagnostic capability is a system capability that can address this
need. It will be required that each system element have a means of indicating to system
operating computers whether or not it is functioning properly. A second requirement which
parallels this is the need for a modular design where modules are small enough to support a
simple replacement maintenance approach. The self diagnostic capability must exist at the
module level if this maintenance approach is to be truly effective.

The RFC inspection system will be operational for many years, and therefore, it must
have a flexible design to accommodate changing inspection requirements and new inspection
equipment and methods. This flexibility can be established if equipment and software use
modular design and use a standard communication protocol, and if adaptive scanning control
is used to implement inspection motions. The use of standard communication systems such as
IEEE 488A will greatly simplify the task of upgrading and altering equipment to meet
changing conditions because each element is considered independent with all information
transfer between the elements handled in a prescribed way.

Adaptive scanning control has been demonstrated as an effective means to reduce
inspection system development and operation costs. New inspection procedures can be added
without the used of specially trained personnel if adaptive control is used. This method of

scanning control will use spacing information, derived from inspection instrumentation, to fine
tune scanning motions.

An essential requirement of RFC is that inspection data must be identified specifically
with location and part serial numbers. The inspection system in essence is the accounting
capability that changes component status from suitable for service to unsuitable. These
decisions may be based on comparison with results of earlier inspections stored on higher level
processor systems. To assure that inspection data is properly identified by part and location,
serial numbers and reference locations must be determined automatically, because manual
entry is prone to error.

In summary, the specific mechanical scanner design requirements identified for meeting
both inspection and Air Logistics Command operational needs are: () the equipment must
have the capacity to meet. production quantity throughput, (2) it. must have self-diagnostic
capability so that equipment malfunction can be identified, and (3) it must have an accounting
and part identification scheme that will allow only inspected and accepted components to
reenter service. Equipment elements must be modular to permit quick replacement of all
functioning elements and the equipment must have the inherent capability to inspect all
critical locations of F100 components.

2.3.9.2 Specification Overview

Specifications for scanning equipment were prepared on the bases of the established
needs and requirements. Each specification was preapared as a self-contained document so
that it could be more easily integrated into the final system specification that includes
elements prepared by other team members.
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2.3.9.2.1 Scanning Equipment s,. "

A scanning system schematic is provided in Figure 71. The major elements of the system
are: mechanical motions which move inspection probes; encoders which indicate the position of
an inspection motion; motors which drive the inspection motion and a motor controller/driver
which controls inspection motion between two points. The scanning system microprocessor
receives direction from an assumed inspection module computer, coordinates these overall
motion requirements and implements them on the scanning system mechanics. A control pad
has been provided to establish manual control. A sensing capability has been assumed for
determining the relative relationship between inspection probes and inspection surfaces; this
input is for an adaptive scanning algorithm.

Two classes of motion, each associated with ultrasonic and eddy current inspection,
respectively, were identified. Figures 72 and 73 summarize motions for ultrasonic and eddy
current inspection, respectively. In general, eddy current inspection requires greater precision
and accuracy than ultrasonic inspection. Therefore, the mechanical specification for each is
listed separately, although it is conceivable that the same equipment could be used for both.
It is not required that the same mechanics be capable of performing both inspections, since it
is felt that it would be an undue burden with excessive cost. In addition, mechanical
equipment tends to be very reliable and the increased redundancy that may be obtained with
truly common mechanics cannot be justified by this cost increase. The mechanical specifica- LA
tion can be met with modifications to existing equipment.

The specification requires that the scanning system will operate on the basis of simple
commands such as move, step, that can be addressed in a high-level language. In addition, the
scan system control pad can be used to adaptively develop inspection scan plans by simply
walking the inspection system through the required motions because of the requirement for
direct position feedback information. Most of the software that would implement this adaptive
rnotion would be developed on the inspection module computer; however, the specification
requires that the microprocessor inspection scanning controller must have the capability to
directly communicate motion position and interpret simple commands.

Encoder . "Microprocessor Motor M ,.
Controller Controller/Driver, e

h
a

* 0 n "- ,
Manual c .-"
Control r------s.

Pad I Sensing L.. ,

FO 227309

Figure 71. Scanning System Schematic Diagram. The Control System Ele-
ments Are Interchangeable Between Ultrasonic and Eddy Cur-
rent Inspection Modules
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A.7

The requirement that the inspection system function in a manufacturing environment
with low skill operators has been addressed by establishing requirements for self-diagnostic
capability which can evaluate 80% of the electrical components used in the control system.
The self-diagnostic mode should he either initiated manually, on power-up, or on direct
computer command. An additional requirement has been established to check the performance
of the mechanical equipment. It is anticipated that this requirement would be met by assessing
the repeatability of the mechanical equipment approaching and positioning itself over certain
reference points as it is very difficult to establish indirect methods for indicating wear or
changes in mechanical backlash.

The equipment commonality has been assumed as the primary means of introducing
redundancy into the mechanical scanning system. A specific requirement is that the control
system, including the processor, the motors, the encoders, and the control pads used for all
scanning systems be of the sme type. The only difference between the eddy current and
ultrasonic systems will be the specific mechanical motions established to implement those
individual inspection requirements. This commonality in control equipment will significantly
reduce the maintenance and spare parts costs as well as provide flexibility in using control
modules in any inspection station.

AThe specification also requires a probe changing capability so that the varied inspection
probes needed for the many different part geometries can be used in a high throughput
environment. This probe changing capability requirement has been described in general terms
since it may be prudent in some cases to not only change the probe but also to change a larger
element or scanning head which also includes specific motions. An area where this approach
might be useful is the scanning equipment needed to establish bolthole inspections; the rotary
motions and axial indexing motions might be included on the scanning head rather than
having this capability be a general requirement of the overall scanning equipment. This allows
special motions to be implemented in an easy and direct way. The probe changing requirement
also indicates that there is a general concern about how electrical and mechanical interfaces
associated with probes are addressed. Inspection probes and equipment operate at high
frequencies and if the probes are not connected with care, the efficiency with which inspection
signals can be transmitted may be greatly reduced. Therefore, special attention must be given
to all electrical and mechanical connections in the probe changing equipment.

The specification also addresses the requirement or the need to inspect components from
two sides. It is required that some components must be directly accessible from both sides or
be capable of being turned over. In addition, the specification also requires automatically
operable fixturing equipment. This equipment is also required to have a general capability to
fixture several parts. Fixturing systems have been designed with multi-stepped chucks where
the diameters of several parts can be easily chucked if they are inserted at the proper
elevation. Although there is some desire to have a self-centering capability it has not been
made a requirement because the benefit may not offset the cost. Self centering would possibly
permit contactless eddy current probes for the inspection of cylindrically symmetric surfaces,
but self centering will not give additional assistance in eddy current inspection of special
geometries such as holes and blade slots because motion requirements will be adjusted using
an adaptive control feature. In general, every attempt has been made to develop mechanical

. requirements that do not require overly strict accuracy in the motions required to perform the
inspection. Significant relief in mechanical tolerance has been achieved by using the concept of
adaptive control. The inspection system obtains information on the closeness of the inspection1% probe and inspection surface from inspection instrumentation. In the eddy current area, this
information will be provided through a measurement of the liftoff, and in the ultrasonic area
this distance is the time of sound travel between the front face and the probe.
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Adaptive control also addresses the concern of meeting variable tolerances in compo-
nents; this would be difficult to do using completely predetermined scan plans. Also, it
provides the opportunity to use contactless inspection probes. The advantage with these kinds
of probes is that inspection wear and life-limiting effects can be reduced and inspection probes
will last considerably longer than if they must operate in a contact mode. It is still anticipated
that contact probes will be used for eddy current inspection of cylindrically symmetric
surfaces. It is extremely difficult to provide the high-speed reactivity needed to adaptively
contour-follow cylindrically symmetric surfaces at reasonable scanning rates unless parts are
well centered. The option to contour-follow is available, however, if one is willing to reduce the
scanning speed on the order of I in. per second. An additional benefit of collecting adaptive

.. information is that it can also be used to establish uniform inspection sensitivity by adjusting
inspection gain to reflect standoff distance change. The overall effort in developing a

- specification has been to spread the burden of requirements which affect inspection reliability
and sensitivity as equally as possible between inspection system elements. This distribution of
burden will also provide for a more flexible and reasonable capability. In addition, in the case
of the mechanical system, it will provide a reasonable range of choice in the equipment that
can be used to meet the specifications.

2.3.9.3 Additional Information - Available Equipment

Available equipment was reviewed based on a schematic set of motions that is consistent
with the scanning system specification. These schematic motions are shown in Figures 72 and
73 . These motions indicate all the capability that would be needed to meet the specification.
These can be met using several manipulator approaches: dimension measuring machines,
robotic arms, and machine tools.

2.3.9.3.1 Dimension Measuring Machines

Dimension measuring machines usually consist of a granite slab support base and an
air-bearing supported gantry that supports vertical arms. Normal operation is to use a probe
which, when it contacts the surface of a component, stops gantry motion. Contact switches
sensitive to various directions have been developed. Dimension measuring machines definitely
have the accuracy of motion needed to meet the inspection system requirements. Some of
these machines have been established with rotary turntables for part rotation. An area where
there has not been significant development, however, is the ability to angularly articulate the
inspection head. To use a dimension measuring system for RFC inspeclion, specific elements
would have to be developed in order to provide this capability. These articulation systems
would require careful design, otherwise, the overall tolerance benefits of the gantry dimension
measuring machine would be reduced significantly.

Dimension measuring machines may not be suitable for ultrasonic inspection because this
equipment has not yet been designed to operate under water, In addition, it is not clear
whether or not the additional mechanical loads associated with moving water would provide
distortion, and subsequently, reduce the positional accuracy of the mechanical arm. Most of
these systems also do not have automatic probe capability. Many of them, however, have been V
established and interfaced with control computers and manual control pads.

2.3.9.3.2 Robotic Arms

The increased availability of robotic arms at reduced cost makes these machines attrac-
tive as mechanisms for moving inspection probes. It is possible to contemplate an inspection
system that embodies several robotic arms positioned around a turntable to implement more
than one inspection at a time. Robotic arms have been shown to be capable (if changing tools
an(l probes; however, in most cases, this is a simple grasfintg that may noi te adequale fir
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establishing the electrical contacts needed for the RFC inspection system. A few of these arms
have been demonstrated but because they use hard stops to indicate position resolution on the
order of 1 mil they may not meet system flexibility requirements. In general, the accuracy
capability for most machines is limited to t 30 mils with resolutions near to t 10 mils. A
review of the accuracy limit has identified that this limitation, for the most part, is due to an
encoder resolution limit and is not a phvsical limitation of controlability over the machine. %
Many of these machines are not particularly stiff and it is unclear at this time whether or not
they could meet the settling time requirements. They do have the capability of implementing
all the angular articulations that would be required for both ultrasonic and eddy current
inspection. None of these machines have been developed with the concept of placing any
element under water and it appears that most machines would required some redesign in the
other extremity of the arm if it is to be operated under water. The interfacing of these
machines to computer control systems has been done basically in simple direct control
methods where motion sequences are downloaded from other sources. This control system
would have to be modified and reestablished to provide the direct feedback information and
the high-speed information flow required by the specification.

2.3.9.3.3 Machine Tool System

Machine tool systems have demonstrated the capabilities needed to move the inspection
probes. They have a long history of reliable functioning in a production environment. They are .. j
definitely rigid and it is clear that they can meet both the settling time requirements and also
the scanning time requirements. Many machine tools now come with automatic probe changing
capabilities. The question of mechanical and electrical coupling to tools has been addressed, at
least in some cases, since several machine tool systems are now on the market which, in
addition to tool holding capabilities, have the ability to accept a dimension determining head.
Although the electrical requirements for installing these kinds of heads are not as severe as
that for the inspection probes, at least this problem has been considered. Machine tools are
also like the robotic arm in that high-speed data links are usually not used; they operate by
receiving downloaded scan plans or motion plans from some higher level of intelligence. For
this feature, the scanning system, control motor drivers, etc. would have to be reestablished in
order to make use of these kinds of machines.

Overall, the cost to implement each of these three different scanning approaches appears
to he comparable. Very large scale complex machine tools and dimension measuring machines
sell for on the order of $250,0X)0. Smaller equipment is available for 1/5 to 1/4 the cost. These
smaller machines may be adequate in meeting scanning requirements for some locations bul
they do not have the size nor the flexibility to meet the requirements of all components.
Tables 8, 9, 10 list the comparative advantages and disadvantages of the three kinds of
available scanning equipment.

TABLE 8. SUMMARY OF XYZ COORDINATE MEASURING FEATURES FOR RFC
SCANNING

Advantages isadv'antages
, High Resolution, High Accuracy * Will Not Operate in Water

* Moderate Positioning Speed 0 High Ceiling Required ('learance for z Axis
Travel

* Easily Adaptable to Computer Control 0 Angular and Linear Motions Must He Built
Into Probe Assembly - -

0 Ease of Access for Loading/Ulnloading Parts 0 No Probe ('hanging Capability -

* (an Also Be ( Ised as a (oordinate Measuring
Mac'hine to Perform I)imensioal ('hecks on
J'arts
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TABLE 9. SUMMARY OF ROBOTIC ARM FEATURES FOR RFC SCANNING

Advantages Disadvantages

0 High Throughput, Several Different Features * Moderate to Low Resolution/Accuracy
Can Be Inspected Simultaneously

* More Articulation Can Be Built into Robot 0 Developing Technology
Arm, Les. Required of Probe Assembly

* Moderate Positioning Speed 0 Does Not Operate Underwater

* Relatively Easy to Adapt to Computer Con-
trol

* 0• Efficient Use of Floor Space

TABLE 10. SUMMARY OF MACHINE TOOL FEATURES FOR RFC SCANNING %

Advantages Disadvantages
SS Rigidity. Stability 0 Limited Range of Angular Motion

0 inuill in Aulo Tool Changer * Large Power Consumption

* )emonstrated Perfornmnce 0 Moderately High Noise LAevel

* Moderate Resolution and Accuracy * Many Machine Features Not Usable for In-
spection (e.g., Spindle Rotation) Which Add* Moderate Positioning Speed to Basic Cost of Machine

At this time it is difficult to select between the three commercially available mechancial
systems. None of these systems have control equipment with self diagnostic capability. The - 1
motor controller/driver system currently used would require a redesign in order to meet overall
specification requirements. This means that any negative view of robotic and machine to)l
equipment because of a need to reconfigure control systems should not be taken too seriously.
The selection of a mechanical scanner should be made primarily on the basis of cost,
flexibility, and a proven operational capability. Machine tools are attractive in that their
ruggedness and dependability have been established over many years. It is unclear that the
development program to provide articulated heads in the dimension measuring machine would
be of a low enough cost and low enough risk to warrant their undertaking. The robotic systems
are extremely attractive because of their inherent low cost and flexibility. It is not clear,
however, whether or not they can attain or provide the rigidity needed that the other systems
(can. Since newer robotic designs are appearing on the market regularly, it would be reasonably
unwise to make a specific recommendation at this time, considering that actual implementa-
tion would not occur until the 1984 and 1985 timeframe.

2.3.10 Inspection Sequence

This section addresses the order in which the RFC Inspection System will perform
inspection and how that fits with existing overhaul procedures.

The routing will be generally governed hy surface conditions of' parts. Those inspection
procedures requiring the cleanest surface conditions will he done first. In addition, the existing
overhaul inspection sequence will not be altered, preventing interface with non-RFC inspection
procedures. With these criteria in mind the sequence will be as presented in Table 11.
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'ABLE il. RFC INSPECTION SEQLJENCE-

Existing Overhaul Sequence

" Cleaning and Surface Preparation

" Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection - Modified With RFC Improvements

* Overhaul Dimensional Inspection

RF( Inspection

* RFC Eddy Current Inspection

* RFC Ultrasonic Inspection

* Ready for Further Disposition

2.3.11 Inspection Performance

This section of the report addresses inspection data analysis and performance require-
ments for the RFC Inspection System. Specifically, the following paragraphs will discuss: (1)
identification of important inspection data, (2) definition of data collection and use require-
ments, (3) impact of redundant inspection on inspection reliability, and (4) establishment of a S.

plan to evaluate inspection system performance.

2.3. 11. 1 Identifying Important Inspection Data

Although successful RFC can be based upon either a deterministic or probabilistic
method, it is generally accepted that higher payoff and return on investment (ROI) will result
from use of the probabilistic method.

Because statistical variations and uncertainties exist in some loading, inspection, and
materials parameters, a probabilistic RFC anlaysis will be required to quantify the risk of'
implementing RFC, independent of whether that implementation is deterministic or proba-
bilistic. Furthermore, a probabilistic RFC approach is more likely to produce a higher ROI
because it accounts more accurately for those statistical variations and uncertainties which
actually exist.

The life cycle cost estimates and corresponding ROi calculations produced in the concept
definition phase of the RFC of FIOO Rotor Components (AFWAL-TR-80-4118), are based
upon the assumption of a perfect. deterministic inspection, that is, an inspection which rejects
all )arts with flaws larger than some specified accept/reject size(s) and rejects no parts with
defects smaller than that same size. Everyone agrees that real inspections are not perfectly
reliable at any specified size. Consequently, it will be necessary to evaluate and define, for each
inspection method, part detail, and inspection size(s), the inspection reliability for a range of
crack sizes both larger and smaller than the accept/reject size(s). Specifically, the inspection
reliability can be defined in various ways. One convenient way is to develop the probability
that the inspection will reject a part, P(R/a, s), given that a flaw size a actually exists and
given that the inspection (accept/reject size) has been set at some specified levels. Figure 74
shows that when the real crack size a < s, any nonzero probability corresponds to a false call
(Type II error) probability, whereas when a > s, the difference between unity and the actual
inspection rejection probability is the false acceptance (Type I error) probability.
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Length Range: 0.100-0.200 in.

The inspection reliability (uncertainty) must be quantitatively evaluated for flaws
developed under actual service conditions and depot inspection conditions. The inspection
reliability under realistic conditions will be much lower than that measured under laboratory
conditions. We are particularly concerned that this will be true for the very small flaw sizes

-. that will be required to implement RFC on some of the F100 engine components already
identified as candidates. Both the false detection and false acceptance probabilities must be
maintained at reasonable levels for the crack sizes of concern.

RFC can still be successfully used even with significant or even large inspection
uncertainty. However, as the inspection uncertainty at a specified inspection size increases, the
safety factor on the inspection interval must also be increased to assure that those larger
defects which will, in fact, slip through the inspection (false accept, Type I errors) do not lead
to a castastrophic failure before a subsequent inspection where the cracks are larger and the
inspection therefore more reliable, can detect the crack and enable safe removal of the part.

2.3.11.2 Inspection Data Collection and Use Requirements

In the operational RFC system, the inspection data may be used in several ways. First
and foremost, each indication is evaluated by the RFC system to make a part accept/reject
decision. The basis of each such decision or the accept/reject criteria is a probabilistic (fracture
mechanics) engineering evaluation of the probability that the defect causing that indication
could grow to cause failure during the interval between this and the next inspection. For this
reason, the inspection data collected should be those parameters which define those defect

*characteristics which determine its impact on the remaining life of the component. For surface,
crack-like indications, the crack depth (a), surface length (2c), location (r, 0, z), and orientation
are important. Inspection signal characteristics which define any of these should be collected

*, and stored. The precise range of concern for each signal characteristic will vary with location
*. in the component, dependent on the specific stresses, cycles, temperatures, and materials

properties.
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Although the specific inspection parameter will vary with the specific technique and part
geometry, the relevant signals from the most critical part location should be stored in near raw
form. The cost of analog or digital storage is already low and is decreasing so rapidly that we
believe it will be cost-effective to store all indications (perhaps up to some limit, like 100 for
each region) which are clearly above the average background noise level, and it may even be
useful to store some signals which are marginally in the background noise level since improved '
correlation or filtering techniques may become available. It is not envisioned that most of this
raw data will ever be examined again; however, specific marginal, accept/reject situations may
benefit from more detailed comparison of raw data with that of previous inspections of the
same area.

In general it is recommended that raw data be immediately processed to a few key
parmeters (e.g., a, 2c, 0, z) and that these parameters would both be used for RFC calculations
and stored in readily accessible locations for other RFC analyses or for comparison with
inspection results from future inspections.

A second way, in addition to the accept/reject decision, in which inspection results can
also be used is to improve estimates of the stresses or number of cycles of loading. More
specifically this can be accomplished by recording and analyzing the distribution of indication
sizes below the accept/reject size(s). Using probabilistic fracture mechanics analyses, changes
in the probability density of indications of different size can be used to estimate more precisely
the duty history of that particular component as well as the entire part-population or some
subset of the fleet. For these reasons, there is a benefit possible from obtaining reliable
inspection data at sizes below the accept/reject size.

Because of the already small sizes of concern for many F100 components which are
candidates for RFC, reliable inspections at smaller sizes may not be realistic. In any case, the
inspection system goal should be to provide reliable inspection data below the accept/reject
level with a specification that it provide reliable inspection at the accept/reject size and larger.
Reliable does not mean 100% probability of detection but the final specification will probably
require greater than 50% probability of rejection at the accept/reject size and at least 90%
probability of rejection should be required (specified) at the size whose median crack
propagation life is one inspection interval. -'

The precise specification of accept/reject sizes and inspection reliability should be
established only after sensitivity analyses have been performed with the probabilistic RFC
computer codes now available. In this context, the concept development phase estimates of
inspection size requirements should be updated to account for the probabilistic variation in
crack growth rate which results from mission variability (stress amplitude and number of
stress cycles) and materials properties scatter, before a final inspection system specification is
attempted. As a minimum, the unspecified conservation used in the fracture mechanics
analysis to generate a vs N in the Structural Assessment Program results should be removed
so that the crack size which will have a high probability of growing can be established. Even
better, probabilistic RFC analyses can be performed with existing codes, and it is recom-
mended that they be performed to provide a quantitative basis for the final inspection
specifications of size and reliability.

It appears likely that the small size resolution requirements with high inspection
reliability may not be realistically obtainable given the 1985 schedule requirements and
resources allocated to this project. For this reason, specifications for higher inspection
reliability at larger crack sizes should also be used in conjunction with the best effort
reliability produced at smaller flaw sizes.
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2.3.11.3 Impact of Redundant Inspections on Reliability

It is realistic to expect considerable inspection uncertainty at the small accept/reject flaw
sizes even after the industry's best effort to develop the NDE system. There are many sources

. of inspection unrealiability (uncertainty), some of which are more strongly associated with the %
specific indication site while others result from inspection station variability, part cleaning
variability, or dimensional variability. %

Performing repeated (redundant) inspections can sometimes improve the overall inspec-
tion reliability substantially. For example, if all uncertainty resulted from statistical variations
which were not strongly dependent on the defect site-to-site variations, then repeating an
identical inspection n times would decrease the probability of acceptance (R) from P(R/a, s) to
[P/)R/a, sj'. For a > s, this suggest that n multiple inspections would reduce the probability
of false acceptances (Type I errors). However, since the P(R/a, s) also increases when a < s,
the number of correct acceptances would also decrease [to P(R/a, s)n] due to multiple
inspections. Furthermore, the use of multiple inspections will increase the inspection time and IL
direct cost and the total costs both of direction inspection costs and by the additional part
replacement cost due to false rejections.

'There are many instances where a major contribution to the inspection uncertainty
results from differences between flaw sites themselves. In these cases, repeating the inspection
may have little or no impact on inspection reliability because the same site peculiarity which
caused the first inspection to miss the flaws will have a high probability of causing subsequent
inspections to miss the same flaws. It is therefore necessary to understand the major causes of
inspection uncertainty for each specific inspection type and procedure applied to a specified
location (See Table 12). If these are not well understood, then it will be necessary to actually
perform redundant inspections and measure the actual changes produced by repeated nomi-
nally indentical inspections.

2.3.11.3.1 Impact of Multiple, Nominally Identical, Crack Initiation Sites

In many of the F100 components considered RFC candidates, there are many of the same
features (e.g., a bolthole, or cooling hole, blade rim slot) on each disk. In this common and
important case, the full inspection of one disk may produce results similar to multiple
inspections of one region. Probabilistic simulations have been made of the effect of multiple,
nominally identical crack initiation sites on each RFC component.

Four temporary modifications were made to the RFC software, developed by Failure
Analysis Associates (FAA), in order to simulate the effect of multiple crack initiation sites.
First, the three different structural details simulated by the available software were each used
to simulate a nominally identical site of the same structural detail (e.g., three radial cooling
holes); the software was modified to use the same stochastically generated "real" stress for
each site. The input data for the radial cooling hole was then used for all three locations. The
radial cooling hole was chosen because it was identified as the most critical location from
previous analyses. Second, a high-scatter (SHAPE = 1.) Weibull cumulative probability
distribution of the ratio of "perceived" crack length,"a/a, was used to simulate NDE inspection
errors in place of the low-scatter (SHAPE 5) Weibull distribution of /a, used in previous
analyses. Third, the usage estimation (cycle counting error) was exaggerated in the study.
These modifications were made as a cost saving measure to increase the simulated failure rates
so that a small fleet size of 100 engines could be used to estimate use of experimental data for
1/a. which had previously been fit from our TF-33 (ARPA) RFC project using a piecewise
Weibull distribution. Fourth, the effect of introducing a minimum inspection error, represent-
ing the finite probability of randomly missing a crack of any size, was included in the
simulation.
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TABLE 12. PARTIAL LIST OF CONTRIBUTIONS TO IN-
SPECTION RELIABILITY

I t'ect
('rack ('01)
('rack Surface Condition (Oxide, Roughness)
('rack Orientation and Location (r, t, z. Surface, Subsurface)

Local Geometry/Transducer Variables

Local Geometry (Radius, Roundness, Index Detail)
Part Surface Condition (Roughness. Oxide. Flatness)
Part Cleaning
Probe Positioning Subsystem

Overall G,'.onitr Variabhs

Total System Positioning and Recording

I'robe r, 11, z Average Poysitioning
Vibration Mechanical Stal)ility

S.gnl I'rror"

Electrical Noise
Mechanical
Signal Drift (Electrical Instability)

Calibration Error

Recording and Storage Errors

The inspection error distribution used in the simulation is shown in Figure 74, repro-
duced from a previous FAA report on the ARPA project. The cut-off at 12.9 percent (dashed
line) indicates that 12.9% of the cracks were not detected. The "Real Crack Length Range" of
0.100 to 0.200 inches, listed for the figure, is typical of, or somewhat larger than the crack
lengths present at one inspection interval prior to failure as determined by previous simula-
tions using the P&WA RFC software.

The results of the multiple initiation site simulation are shown in Figure 75 for one, two,
and three nominally identical sites per disk using various safety factors and three different
values of the inspection error cut-off percentile. An increase in the number of initiation sites
per disk produces two competing effects. The increase in the number of crack initiation areas
tends to increase the failure rates while the increased probability of finding a crack in a disk
tends to decrease the failure rates. (Increasing replacement rates due to more Type II errors q.. ,
will also occur). The failure rates do not increase linearly with the number of cracking sites.
The curves show an appreciably higher reliability than expected from single-site "prediction"
as the number of identical initiation sites increased. For example, in simulations with two
failure sites, a disk is often retired for a medium-sized crack at one site rather then for a larger *,. *.'

crack (which is missed or badly underestimated) at the second site. The increase in the
probability of detection seems to predominate at lower failure rates as evidenced by the nearly
horizontal curves for safety factors of' four and five; however, as stated on the figure, the
simulation fleet of 100 engines did not provide very reliable results for these comparatively low
failure rates.
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The fact that there is any increase in the total number of failures with an increase in the
number of crack initiation sites, as shown for the lower safety factors of two and three, may
itself be an artifact of the unrealistically high failure rates imposed for cost savings in this
preliminary evaluation. Results of ongoing simulations performed on a more statistically
reliable fleet size of 1500 TF-33 engines, using realistic input data (including an improved
inspection uncertainty for larger cracks), resulted in component failure rates which decreased
monotonically with an increasing number of initiation sites. Figure 76 shows two typical
curves from the TF-33 simulation which represents a significant failure-rate reduction (and
replacement-rate increase) in the RFC procedure. These preliminary results should be in-
terpreted cautiously because the analysis assumed that the major cause of inspection uncer-
tainty is site-to-site variations rather than disk-to-disk, time-to-time, or inspector-to-inspector.

2.3.11.3.2 Use of Inspection Data to Continually Improve RFC Predictions

A key aspect in obtaining an optimum RFC approach will be the use of inspection data
to update the initial component life-predictions automatically as field and proof test data
becomes available. These changes will be negligible for those components and compo-
nent-failure modes which were modeled accurately by the original "design" algorithms.
However, the changes may be quite significant for some important cases in which the design
analysis does not agree with field experience. It is realized that analytical, other improvements,
and updates are generally introduced for resolving field problems; however, by necessity these
updates are often made under high-pressure and short-time circumstances and are often quite
subjective. The inspection results can be used in an algorithm to provide objective and ":
instantaneous update of the life predictions and to signal the user whenever field and proof
test experience differs by a statistically significant amount from the design analysis models.

Monte Carlo simulation can be used to represent "actual" field performance on the
computer and simulate various levels of analytical and inspection errors. The error levels may
range from slight changes in the inspection uncertainties to total misdiagnosis of the compo-
nent failure mode. This will provide the opportunity for a complete and systematic sensitivity ',.
study of and the ability to improve the RFC model used to establish accept/reject criteria. The

tuning consists of changes in the RFC model to account for any desired levels of analysis,
logistics, and inspection errors. The aspects and errors considered can include optimization of
proof test and/or lead-the-fleet parameters, inspection uncertainty in both detecting and sizing
cracks and other signs of damage, systematic and stochastic errors in material characteriza-
tions and errors in stress analysis, fracture mechanics analysis, estimation of component usage
and exposure time, and misdiagnosis of failure modes.

2.3. 11.4 A Plan for Evaluating Inspection System Performance

The general procedures which would be used to evaluate inspection system reliability
have been developed and verified in the evaluation of cracked bolthole eddy current inspection
of TF-33 3rd-stage disks (Reference 18). They simply require comparison of actual defect sizes
with the size (if detected) indicated by the inspection system performance, P(R/a, s), under
actual depot usage conditions from anything short of actual depot inspection of numerous
parts and destructive examination to confirm actual crack sizes.

15 Interim Reports 1-7. March 1978 - March 1980 by S. W. Hopkins, C. A. Rau, Jr.. I). E. Allison,
V X. Besuner... W. Ejichen. ('ost/Risk Analysis fbr Disk Retirement. -4'
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specimens or parts will precisely simulate the full inspection system under depot use condi-
tions, it is recommended that the procurement specification include an evaluation of the
transducer/electronics (or penetrant reading device) subsystem prior to assembly of the full

system. This is desirable from several viewpoints. First, it will enable identification of these
parameters (Table 12) which most strongly affect the inspection reliability for each part region
and flaw type. Second, it will provide a preliminary upper bound on inspection reliability, and
enable reevaluation of the viability of RFC for some candidate components if the inspection
reliability is less than the preliminary specifications called for. Thirdly, it will provide
experience which may reduce the effort and time required for depot evaluation of the
completed inspection system. This is important because the inspection system may not be
completely assembled and available for quantitative evaluation until very near the 1985 RFC
implementation date.

Based upon our analyses of the impact of inspection reliability on RFC effectiveness, we
have attempted to: (1) estimate the number of cracked components which must be inspected,
and for which actual crack sizes must be determined independently, to quantify the inspection
reliability; and (2) estimate the inspection reliability goals and specifications to assure a
financially viable RFC program for many of the candidate components.

2.3.11.4.) Number of ('racked Parts Required for Evaluation

The inspection system reliability must be evaluated for at least three crack size ranges;
(1) unsafe (large) crack sizes which could grow to failure over about one inspection interval,
(2) marginal crack sizes, near where the accept/reject size will be set, and (3) safe crack sizes
which will definitely not grow to failure in several inspection intervals. For each of these crack
size ranges, the probability of the inspection rejecting that part must be estimated. The
probability of false rejection must simultaneously be determined. Our experience indicates
that about* ten (10) actual cracks of each size range must be inspected to determine the
probability of rejection to acceptable accuracy for the RFC procedure. Since at least three 77t
crack size ranges are required, thirty (30) or more specimens must be used to fully evaluate the
inspection reliability for a specific type of defect and geometric detail. Each different region
will require a similar number of actual cracks to establish [P(R/a, s)].

2.3.11.4.2 Preliminary Inspection Reliability Goals (Specifications)

Based upon numerous sensitivity studies performed, a preliminary estimate of the
inspection reliability which will be required for each of the three size ranges (safe, marginal,
and unsafe) to successfully implement RFC has been determined. Since most of the high stress
locations occur in a number of equivalent places in each component, the inspection reliability
required is not as high as intuition suggests.

Figure 77 summarizes our estimates of a reasonable inspection goal which might also
form a preliminary specification, to be finalized only after additional probabilistic analysis of
specific F-100 components. Three bars are shown for each of the three crack size ranges to be
evaluated. The first bar indicates the subsystem (i.e., transducer/electronics) reliability re-
quired. The second bar indicates the reliability of the balance of the inspection system (e.g.,
manipulators, position locations, vibration, human factors, etc.). The third bar shows the total
system reliability which results from the combination of both contributions at each crack size
range. The curve shows the change in the total system probability of rejection as a function of
actual crack size [P(R/a, s)].

Further details of the preliminary specification are presented in Appendix G.

1" the inspection reliability is much too low, it may take far fewer than 10 specimens to identify the inadequacy.
HoIwever. about to specimens would he required to evaluate the expected reliability level inspection, and 50 to t.'.
specimens might be more cost-effective depending upon the specific inspection reliability impact on total RFC.
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2.112 Part Hading SubayS.em 6.%

A primary feature of the RFC Inspection System necessary to accommodate the high
volume throughput requirements is the facility parts handling subsystem. This automated
system must identify the parts, safely move them to the proper inspection modules while
maintaining an orderly progression for the facility as a whole, position the parts for inspection,
and assign the proper disposition, either for reassembly with other module components or for
further evaluation.

Three configurations were investigated for various throughput capacities and objectives:

System I - This system is configured to process RFC candidate disks
and spacers for 100 PWA F1OO engines per month. Parts
loading and unloading and setup of the inspection ma- -t.
chines will be manual. Each machine is totally automatic
and suitable to inspect any of the parts.

S ystem 1! - This system is configured to process RFC candidate disks
and spacers for 200 PWA F100 engines per month with
fully automatic operations. Machines are typically dedi-
cated to one type of inspection except when requirements
are low. In this case the machine is set up for more than
one type of inspection.

Pilot System - This system is configured with two eddy current and one
ultrasonic inspection machines. The purpose is to set up a
minimal operation to test and verify systems capabilities.

These configurations were laid out based on current F100 RFC requirements. A total of
21 parts would be grouped according to their engine modules or submodules:

Module Part Description Part No.

I. Fan Module 1st Disk 4046741 * .
2nd Disk 4048902
3rd Disk 4048903

I!. Compressor Submodule 4th Disk 4030604
7th Disk 4041337
8th Disk 4040108
12th Disk 4022612
2-3 Spacer 4049087
6-7 Spacer 4039846
7-8 Spacer 4039727
8-9 Spacer 4050978
9-10 Spacer 4050979
10- 11 Spacer 4043279
11-12 Spacer 4043280
12-13 Spacer 4041591

Ill. High Turbine Submodule 1st Disk 4043321
2nd Disk 4042922
1-2 Spacer 4042715
TOBI Seal 4036812

IV. Low Turbine Module 3rd Disk 4041794
4th Disk 4001857
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These parts would enter the facility in modules and, regardless of the system type or
testing sequence, would be brought back together following inspection for further disposition.

Time available for processing was established on the basis of a seven-hour, one shift per
day operation, 22 days per month, for a total of 154 hours per month.

The specifications and detailed explanation of parts handling requirements for all three
system types are presented in Appendix H.

1.13 Facility Layout and Space Requirmlments

Determination of layout and space requirements for the RFC Inspection System facility
was based on numerous considerations:

0 Number of inspection machines
* [nspection machine grouping
* Method of parts transportation
* Storage and transport buffers
0 Office areas
0 Computer room
* Aisles and circulation areas.

The most significant consideration, however, was the overall facility capacity in terms of parts
throughput and facility objective.

As described in Section 2.3.12 Appendix H, three basic systems have been configured for
this design study. Each has a different parts rate requirement and/or objective affecting each
of the facility design considerations listed above. The three system alternatives for which
facilities were designed, with a summary of basic requirements of each are presented in Table - -

13. Detailed specifications for each configuration including the inspection line and building
requirements are presented in Appendix I.

2.3.14 Facility Cost

Capital funding requirements for the installation of the three facility configurations
addressed in this report are presented in this section. Estimates for individual inspection
system components were gathered from report contributors familiar with specific requirements
and available equipment in their area of expertise.

TABLE 13. LAYOUT REQUIREMENTS FOR THREE SYSTEM
ALTERNATIVES

Parts EC UT Station Loading Support
System Rte Stations Stations Unloading Facilities*

[ 2100 6 3 Manual Yes
1 4200 14 4 Automatic Yes
I (Demo) 2 1 Manual Yes

* Support facilities include computer room, short term engine component storage, office

space, and maintenance/spare parts storage.
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2.3.14. 1 Basis of Estimate

Due to the conceptual nature of this phase of the RFC program, this capital cost estimate
for the facilities and equipment should be used for budget and planning purposes only. The
estimates reflect current costs and include no escalation factors.

The estimates include equipment fabrication, shipping, installation, and checkout. Soft-
ware development is not included as a capital cost. Building costs are estimated on a unit cost
per square footage based on prevailing construction cost for the southwest region of the United
States. The number of spares was set to maintain the required operational capacity of the
NDE facility.

2.3.14.2 Cost Tabulation

The total estimated cost for the three subject facilities, described in Appendix I,
including equipment, building and spares is as follows:

Pilot System $ 2,216,000
System I 6,350,000 t
System II 14,843,000

The major categoreis of equipment and spares and their estimated costs are presented in
Tables 14 and 15.

TABLE 14. CAPITAL COST ESTIMATE SUMMARY (FIGURES IN $1,000)

Pilot System System I System I1

Description Cost Units Cost Units Cost Units Cost

Eddy Current Equipment
Multipurpose Scanner 300 2 600 6 1,800 - -
Dedicated Scanner 250 - - - - 14 3,500
Peripherals - - 120 - 360 - 840

Ultrasonic Equipment ,.%
Scanner 250 1 2,50 3 7150 4 1,000

Peripherals - 88 -- 204 - 262

Computer Hardware - - 390 1,100 - 1,640 £ ,* ,

FPI Modification - - 150 - 150 - 300 N.

Part Handling Equipment
Conveyors - - 26 - 384 - 789
Industrial Robots 163 .- 18 2,934

Total Equipment 1,624 4,748 11,265

Building Construction 230 576 1,305

Subtotal 1,854 5,324 12,570

('ontingencies 18.5 532 1,257

Total 2,039 5,856 13,827
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TABLE 15. SPARES COST ESTIMATE SUMMARY (FIGURES IN $1,000)

Pilot System System I System 11 e

Description Cost Units Cost Units Cost Units Cost

Eddy Current Equipment
Multipurpose Scanner - 10% 60 10% 180 - -
Dedicated Scanner - - - - - 10% 350
Peripherals - - 5 - 60 - 114

Iltrasonic Equipment
Scanner - 10% 25 10% 75 10% 100
Peripherals - - 10 - 55 - 55

Computer Hardware 60 1 60 1 60 2 120

Part Handling Equipment
Conveyors 5% 1 5% 19 5% 39
Industrial Robots - - 5% 150

Subtotal 161 449 928

C tontingencies 16 45 93

Total 177 494 1,021

2.3115 Preliminary afzard Analyi.s

The facility and parts handling equipment as proposed require no special precaution in
reference to the MIL-STD-882A - SYSTEM SAFETY PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS due to
the nonhazardous nature of the operation and type of equipment to be provided.

Normal safety precautions during construction and equipment installation will be
provided as specified in other sections of these Specifications.
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